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This study focuses on the cultural and local diversities observed in 20th century architectural

theory and practice, and especially the regionalist discourse in architecture, which can be

evaluated as their categoric correspondent. Evaluating the concepts and influences behind the

evolution of an architectural practice inspired by a sensitivity towards cultural and local

conditions, this study claims that cultural and local diversities in 20th century architecture and

their formulation as regionalism are rooted in the basic tension between the universal and

particular, which has been present in Western culture since Enlightenment. Due to the

conceptualization of the world in terms of bipolar contsructs such as universal and particular,

rational and romantic, industrialized and indigenous and modern and traditional~ the urge to

preserve cultural and local essence has often been formulated as a revolt against the

universalizing forces of industrialization and modernization. In order to put the concept of

regionalism into its historical context~ the study overviews the claims of regionality, nationality

and contextuality that have been influential on architectural practice since 19th century. The

regionalist approaches that have generated after World War II have been evaluated with

reference to the varying concerns that they respond to. Referring to the significant theoretical

works on the subject~ the viability of the regionalism as a valid critical approach in

contemporary architecture has been discussed through a simultaneous study of regional(ist)

works and their underlying ideas.

This conceptual framework has been used to evaluate the contextualist, regionalist and

nationalist discourses that have been influential in Turkish architecture as a consequence of the

revolts against the imported "international style". The study focuses on the discussions on

national and cultural identity that still occupy the Turkish architectural agenda, and evaluates

the position of Turkish architectural practice within the construct of center - periphery.

Considering that claims of regionality have often been used as a means of legitimization in

Turkish architecture, the validity of the concepts behind regionalist practice have been

challenged with reference to the current debates in mainstream architecture.

Keywords: Modernity and tradition, center and periphery, universal and local, identity,

regionalism, contextualism, nationalism, critical modernism, postmodernity, contemporary

Turkish Architecture.



Bu ~all~ma, 20. yiizytl mimarhk kuranu ve pratiginde ortaya ~lkrm~ olan kUltiirel ve yerel

farkW~malan ve bunlan kapsayan bir slllif olarak rejyonalizm (bolgeselcilik, yoreselcilik,

yerellik) kavrarntn1 konu altr. KUltiirel ve yerel ko~u11ardan esinlenen mimarhk pratiginin

ardmdaki temel kavramlan degerlendiren ~all~ma, yere bagrmll farkW~malann ve bu

farkhl~malan tarumlayan rejyonalizmin kaynagmm aslmda Batt kUltiiriinde 18. yiizytldan

itibaren etkili olan evrensel - yerel kavramlan arasmdaki gerilim oldugunu one siirmektedir.

Diinyanm evrensel - yerel, aktlCl - romantik, modern - geleneksel gibi kar~lt kutuplar

~er~vesinde algtlanmasma bagh olarak, toplumun kUltiirel ve yerel oziinu koruma egilimi,

modernl~menin aktlCl ve evrensel degerlerine kar~l bir direni~ olarak tammlanrm~ttr. Bu

kavrarnsal ~er~evede ~ah~ma, rejyonalizm kavrarntn1 tarihsel siireci i~inde degerlendirmek

amaclyla, 19. yiizytldan bugiine mimarhk iiretiminde etkili olan bOlgeselc~ ulUSalCl ve

baglarnsalCl soylemleri incelemektedir. Temelde farkh pek~k mimari yakl~unm, ozeUikle

ikinci Diinya Sav~l sonrasmda, rejyonalizm ortak tamffil alnnda degerlendirilmesi

sorgulanrm~, bu yakl~lmlann birbirinden farkh ideolojik ve kavrarnsal kaygtlan tart1~Ilffil~ttr.

Bu tart1~manmbir uzanttsl olarak rejyonalist soylemin, 1980 sonrasmm gorsel imge tiiketimine

dayah; sosyal, kUltiirel ve ideolojik kaygtlardan bagrrnslZ mimarhk kUltiirii i~inde el~tirel bir

yakl~lffi olarak g~erliligini sorgulamak da mumkiindiir.

<;ah~mada kurgulanan kavramsal ~er~eve, 20. yiizyIl Tiirk Mimarh~'nda etkili olan

bolgeselci, ulUSalClve baglamsalCl mimari yakl~tmlann degerlendirilmesinde kullarulrnt~ttr.

Modernizmle bir dt~ etki olarak tam~an ve bu modernist kUltiirii i~selle~tirmekte zorlanan diger

toplumlarda oldugu gibi ulusal kimlik tart1~malan Turk mimarhk giindeminde de etkisini

gostermi~, 20. yuzytl boyunca batt kaynakll mimarhk aktmlannm ele~tirisi olarak ortaya ~lkan

rejyonalist yakl~lmlann en b~hca dayanag. olm~tur. Tiirk mimarhk pratiginin Merkez -

3.diinya mimarhk soylemleri arasmdaki konumunu de bu ~er~evede tart1~mak miimkiindiir.

Ozellikle 1980 sonrasmda yerellik iddialannm, post~modern mimarhk iiriinlerini

me~rul~ttrmanm bir yolu haline geldigi gozoniine almarak, rejyonalist soylemin temsil ettigi

degerlerin giiniimiiz mimarhk kUltiiriindekig~erliligi de tart1~tlmalldtr.

Anahtar sozciikler: Modernlik ve gelenek, merkez ve ~eper, evrensel ve yerel, kimlik,

bolgeselcilik, bagIamsalclhk, ulUSalClhk, ele~tirel modernizm, postmodernlik, ~agd~ Tiirk

Mimarh~.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As an effective mode of cultural expreSSIOn, 20th century architectural discourse and

practice have been highly influenced by the waves of universality and rationality generated

by the industrial revolution. Aiming to establish a set of universal principles guided by

rational and scientific thinking; the modern project stood against any context that referred

to the past and tradition. This new culture of industrial society instantly found its reflections

in architecture, as an urge to break all bonds with traditional and historical modes of

building. However; as the built environment became increasingly abstract, standardized and

homogeneous due to the rational and scientific principles applied in architecture and

planning, antithetical approaches started to generate. Universalism could not be adopted as

an ideal principle in building production especially in societies with a dominant social and

cultural heritage. Modern movement has often been accused of failing to re-define the

socially and culturally inherited activity patterns under the unchangeable principles of

rational thinking.

It is possible to observe that various movements and approaches formulated within the 20th

century architectural discourse have oscillated between these two poles: the universal,

rational and scientific principles of modern architecture; and the opposite stand in favor of

diversity and intuition. The roots of this bipolarity can be traced back to the basic tension of

industrialized Western culture between the universal and the particular. In the field of

architecture, this dichotomy can be extended to cover other pairs of concepts such as

universal and local, rational and romantic, industrialized and indigenous, modernity and

tradition, international and national, and many others. Within this conceptual framework,

regional and contextual approaches in architecture have served the preservation of

particularity and difference. The urge to preserve the cultural and local diversities

threatened by the industrial culture manifested itself either as a reconsideration of the

national, traditional and historical modes of building; or as a critical architectural language

formed by a sensitivity towards the physical, social and environmental factors of a specific

1



locality. Within the 20th century architectural theory, both of these approaches have been

referred to as regionalism.

When formulated as sensitivity towards local culture, topography, climate, appropriate

technology and natural environment; regionalism does not contradict the rationalist

principles of modem architecture\ and has the potentiality to resolve the failures and

discontents falsely blamed on the modernism. Especially during the late 20th century, this

understanding of regionalism has been one of the most significant critical schools defined

within the modem discourse. However, any claim to resist the homogenizing impacts of

modem architecture through regionalism always involves the risk of a formalist mimesis of

traditional forms, romanticist conservatism or a sentimental reproduction of vernacular

architecture. In this respect, majority of the resistant discourses based on a reconsideration

of local and traditional modes of building, have not been able to define future directions for

architecture, and have been reactive rather than generative. The line between the two

approaches is thin and delicate. Consequently; being a complex phenomenon that cannot be

reduced to a single stylistic description; architectural regionalism should be defined and

discussed very carefully.

An extensive study of the concept is necessary especially for an understanding of the 20th

century Turkish architectural discourse, which has been governed by varying formulations

of regionalism. Due to the critical position of Turkish culture in the construct of center-

periphery, 20th century Turkish architecture has evolved as a struggle between the official

modernization project and the regionalist approach that often involved a strong emphasis of

ideological nationalism. Due to the continuing discussions on the preservation of national

or cultural identity through architecture, the assimilation of modem architecture has been

problematic, and often been responded by regionalist discourses. Alternative architectural

ideas have not been able to flourish because regionalism has been the only acceptable

means of legitimization for the work of architecture. Although it may be claimed that the

IMany early modernist critics including Le Corbusier, Giedion, Behrendt and Mumford, introduced

sensitivity to local and regional context as an irrefutable characteristic of any successful modernist

practice.



contemporary architectural practice exhibits a postmodern plurality, this formal variety is

not reflected in theory, where majority of the works still tend to legitimize themselves

througfl regionalism. (Tanyeli, 1998)

While Turkish Architectural Agenda IS still occupied by claims of regionality and

discussions on national identity, the mainstream architectural discourse has started

questioning the validity of any commitment to regional values at the turn of the 21 st

century. Due to the technological progress in means of communication and transportation,

distance and time, which are the essential determinants of region, have now become loose

and ambiguous. In the global culture of 21st century, the values that regionalism has

represented are being threatened once again by stronger claims of universality.

Consequently, the meaning and validity of regionalism has to be reformulated because it is

no longer possible to correlate cultural codes with geographical regions. (Colquohun,

1997)

Within the architectural agenda of the 21 st century, the sensitivity to local culture and

environment has been revitalized as a search for a new reality based aesthetics in

architecture. In the new culture of architecture based on sustainability, regionalism

manifests itself as ecological consciousness and increasing awareness of the local

architectural and urban models of the developing world. In this sense, the changing model

of regionalism has the potentiality to offer an alternative to the architectural crisis in

contemporary architecture.

It should be remarked that any study that focuses on a single term or concept involves the

risk of a reductive approach caused by basic categoric confusions. The term regionalism

has stood for a variety of concepts in different periods and circumstances within the 20th

century. Regionalism has frequently been used to represent the ideological evocation of a

largely fictional national identity through the use of traditional architectural devices. The

commitment to place and the idea of genius loci, the sentimental and formal evocation of

the vernacular tradition, the sensitivity to local conditions such as climate, topography and

appropriate technology and the traditional architectural practice in the developing countries

have been other approaches identified by the same term. Many other terms including



nationalism, contextualism and vemacularism have been introduced in the architectural

discourse. However, such an increase in the number of categoric distinctions is basicly

artificial because the architectural approaches that these terms represent share the common

origin and objective of defining how difference could inhabit the rationalized and universal

architecture. In order to refrain from a reductive approach caused by categorization, it is

necessary conceptualize the common problems that these trends have responded to.

The concepts and influences beyond the culturally, regionally and nationally rooted

diversities observed in 20th century architectural theory and practice is the major subject of

this study. These diversities generate as manifestations of the resistance against the

standardizing and homogenizing impacts of modem architectural project, and offer a

variety of architectural approaches that make use of differing sources of reference. This

study aims to evaluate the variety of design methods and approaches that have been

referred to as regionalism in 20th century architectural theory. As the conceptual framework

of this evaluation, the study claims that the national, regional and contextual architectural

approaches in 20th century architecture are all generate from the common urge to recover

the lost authenticity, essence and diversity in the increasingly homogenized environment of

the industrial society. In this respect, another objective of this study is to examine the

concept of regionalism within its historical context, and explore its sources, which can be

traced back to the basic tension in 19th century culture between the universal and particular.

An overview of the various forms of regionalism shows that the discourses that have been

formulated within mainstream architecture are fundamentally different from those

formulated in the periphery and the developing world. In the countries with a rich and

multi-layered cultural heritage, regionalism, which is supported by the politicized

discussions on national and cultural identity, dominates the architectural discourse. Another

objective of this study is to examine this involvement of regionalism with political

ideologies, and make a comparative evaluation based on the bipolar construct of center

versus periphery.



This study also focuses on the cultural context of the last two decades and aims to

challenge the meaning and validity of the concept of regionalism in the contemporary

cultural atmosphere governed by the technical progress in modes of communication and

transportation. In this respect, possible reformulations of the concept of regionalism will

also be discussed.

Another aim of this study is to evaluate the Turkish architectural practice during the

republican period, based on the theoretical discussion on the concept of regionalism that

has evolved within and outside the mainstream architecture. The evolution of nationalist,

contextualist and regionalist approaches in Turkish architectural practice during the

republican period will be studied on a comparative basis with respect to the regionalist

positions defined within mainstream architecture as well as the architectural practice of the

developing world; evaluating the position of 20th century Turkish culture within the

construct of center-periphery. Aiming to discuss, question and challenge the claims of

regionalism that have dominated the Turkish architectural practice especially during the last

two decades, the study will focus on the concepts and contradictions behind the claims of

regionality in contemporary Turkish architecture.

This study, which aims to discuss the national, regional and contextual approaches in 20th

century architecture with respect to their underlying concepts, is organized in three sections

that proceed from a general overview of the basic concepts to the evaluation of more

specific cases. In this respect, the structure of the study can be summarized as a three

leveled zoom-in process.

The second chapter studies the main ideas that have been influential in the evolution of the

urge to preserve diversity and authenticity within the scientific and rational culture of the

industrial society. This chapter includes a historical survey that focuses on the evolution of

the resistance against the standardizing impacts of modernization, which can be traced back

to Enlightenment. The struggle between the universal and particular rooted in 19th century

Western culture has been evaluated as the main source of the desire to preserve cultural



and local diversities in 20th century architecture. This chapter of the study aims to prove the

historical continuity of this concept.

The third chapter zooms in to the theoretical framework studied in the second chapter and

focuses on the concept of regionalism - the categoric correspondent of the desire to

preserve cultural and local diversities and authenticity in architecture. Based on the

examination of the concept of identity and its involvement with nationalist ideology, the

study focuses on the regionalist movements in 20th century architecture. This examination is

based on a comparative study that evaluates the differences between the mainstream and

periphery definitions of regionalist architecture. This chapter of the study also overviews

the regionalist approaches of the last two decades, focusing on a comparative evaluation of

modern and postmodern formulations of regionalism and the accompanying theoretical

works. The evaluation of this chapter also provides a framework for challenging the

meaning and validity of the concept in contemporary culture.

The last chapter further zooms in to the concept of regionalism in order to evaluate its

significance in the 20th century Turkish architectural discourse and practice. The chapter

develops as a chronological overview of three periods determined by significant thresholds

in Turkish architecture (1900-1950, 1950-1980, post 1980) Within the chronological

overview, the evaluation of the regionalist discourses makes use of the two comparative

frameworks derived in the previous chapter:

• Mainstream Regionalism versus Peripheral Regionalism: Different periods in

Turkish architectural discourse are discussed with respect to the cultural position of

the country in the construct of center and periphery. The consistent involvement of

Turkish architecture with the nationalist ideology constitutes a guideline for this

discussion.

• Modern Regionalism versus Postmodern Regionalism: These varying formulations

of regionalism have been used as a comparative framework for the discussion of

Turkish architectural theory and practice of the last two decades.



CONCEPTS AND INFLUENCES BEHIND THE EVOLUTION OF

CULTURAL AND LOCAL DIVERSITIES IN ARCHITECTURE

The architectural scene of the first half of the 20th century has been shaped by the

dominant influence of the modem discourse whereas the second half of the century can be

identified with the diversity of architectural approaches that have defined their positions

with respect to the modem architectural project. Consequently, the evaluation of these

diverse approaches and their underlying concepts inevitably requires a study that focuses

on their interrelations with modem architecture.

All forms of regional, national and contextual movements that have been defined in the

20th century, which are the main subject of this study, have been formulated when the

values that they represent have been threatened by the claims of universality and

standardization. These different approaches represented by distinct terms all generate

from the common claims to restore the core or essence ruined by the "increasingly

abstract and homogenized world of the post-industrial society" (Colquohun 1997, p.17),

aiming to discover how difference and variety could inhabit modem architecture.

This chapter of the study aims to overview the theoretical background of the urge to

preserve authenticity and diversity in architecture, focusing on the variety of approaches

based on this concept throughout 19th and 20th centuries. In this respect, the study focuses

on the roots of the regionalist doctrine; which can be discovered in the basic binary

oppositions between thinking and feeling, the universal and the particular; the modem and

the traditional, the new and the old, and the rational and the romantic, that have been

present in the mainstream social and cultural discourses since the earliest phases of

industrialization and enlightenment.

2.1. UNIVERSAL AND PARTICULAR - THE BASIC TENSION IN WESTERN

CULTURE DURING THE 19TH CENTURY

The roots of the concept of regionalism can be traced back to the 18th century, when the

tension between the universal and the particular was first explicitly encountered in the



Western World. This general dichotomy can be extended to cover other pairs of concepts

such as rational and romantic, objective and subjective, utilitarian and aesthetic, science

and aIit, new and old and many others. Consequently, evaluating the cultural and social

evolution of 18th and 19th centuries in terms of these dual concepts is a fruitful way of

studying this period. All cultural positions, including architectural regionalism can be

studied within this bipolar framework.

The basic tension between science and art, which became evident especially during the

18th century, had started to evolve long ago, during the late renaissance period. Until then;

science was a means to discover and understand natural phenomena. Bertrand Russell

describes the scientific activity of this period as "theoretical". Although the church

authority based on dogmas has been threatened earlier by developments in theoretical

science, especially the theories of Galileo and Kepler; the major influence of science on

social and cultural structure has become observable during the late renaissance, when

science became more "practical" and attempted to "change the world". This

transformation, which has found its earliest reflections in the development of war-craft

has been carried on to the 18th and 19th centuries as the initiator of the industrial

The integration of scientific discoveries into daily life as "industry" initiated the great

increase in mechanical modes of production. As industrial production gradually replaced

handcraft, science started to be perceived as a threat against art. Art and science became

independent spheres, even the opposites of each other. Giedion has described this

phenomenon as "the separation of the feeling and the intellect ", which has been the most

important feature of the bipolar nature of 19th century culture: (Giedion 1941, p.13)

"The Industrial Revolution may have begun in science and technology - that is no

reason why it should not have acted upon the arts as well. We have seen how, in

Baroque days, new scientific discoveries - even the most abstract and

mathematical ones- immediately found their counterparts in the realm of feeling

and were translated into artistic terms. In the 19th century, the paths of science

and arts diverged; the connection between the methods of thinking and methods of

feeling was broken. The mutual isolation of these two kinds of enterprise, far from



being a consequence of their different natures, is a phenomenon peculiar to the

19th century and responsible much about its culture that is otherwise

incomprehensible. " (Giedion 1941, p. 182)

The separation of feeling from thinking and arts from SCIence has gIven rIse to the

formulation of other similar oppositions. The evolution of the Romantic Movement

during the 19th century owes its effect primarily to the urge to preserve pre-industrial

humane values. Bertrand Russell claims that the Romantic Movement can be

characterized mainly by the substitution of aesthetic for utilitarian concerns. (Russell

1961) Utility, which had been one of the primary concerns in architecture since antiquity,

has been introduced during this period as the opposite of aesthetics and beauty. The

utilitarian object represented anonymity and objectivity, it was shaped by the universal

rules of rational thought. Against this, the romantics tried to preserve subjectivity and

difference, which were claimed to be the "essence" of the society.

Arguments on the rationalisation of social life under industrialisation have been the main

concern of the social theories that developed in Europe since the late 19th century.

Oppositions against the universalizing aspect of industrialization have appeared in the

form of nationalism during this period. European Nationalism has been formulated as a

revolt against the utopian schemes of enlightenment that announced the victory of the

abstract and universal ideal man who has freed himself from all bonds with history and

traditional culture.

"There is in France a state morality ...Kantianism. This claims to regulate

universal man, without taking individual differences into account. It tends to form

young persons from Lorraine, Province, Brittany and Paris in terms of an

abstract ideal man, who is everywhere the same, whereas the need will be for men

;' rooted solidly in our soil, in our history. " (Barres, as cited in Colquohun 1997,

p.16)

The words of Barres give clues about the mam objectives of the anti-universalist

approaches: the preservation of difference and resistance against standardization. In terms

of their opposition against the universal, nationalist movements of the 1890s had a



common ideology with the earlier Romantic Movement. It was during this period that

nations of Europe became aware of the existence of ancient cultures that were neither

antique nor Biblical. They also started to show more interest in their own roots,

discovering their origins and redefining their cultures. These definitions of culture often

based themselves on traditional values, taking a position against universalization, which

was seen as a threat against the preservation of the uniqueness of the society. An explicit

example of this phenomenon can be observed in similar pairs of concepts introduced in

the German post-romantic theory. The distinction between zivilization and kultur was

especially emphasized, as a result of the oppositions against the dominance of French

culture over the whole Europe, especially Germany. The term zivilization represented

materiality and rational universal truths, as opposed to kultur, which was less brilliant but

more elaborate and profound. (Colquohun 1997)

When the paIrS of concepts such as civilization and culture, rational and romantic,

utilitarian and aesthetic, objective and subjective, universal and particular are studied with

respect to the cultural condition of the 19th century, it is possible to see that all these pairs

of concepts generate from the separation between the two mutual spheres of life -thinking

and feeling, and science and art. This schism between feeling and thinking also found its

reflections in the field of architecture, which was a powerful mode of cultural expression.

2.2. REFLECTIONS IN ARCHITECTURE - SENSITIVITY FOR REGIONAL

AND NATIONAL CONTEXT

When evaluated within the construct of arts and science, it would not be wrong to claim

that the architecture of 19th century belonged primarily to the arts side of this polarity.

Although the discipline of architecture had succeeded to preserve its mutual interrelations

with both arts and science since antique ages, the artificial cultural separation in the 19th

century inevitably effected the architectural production of the age. Throughout the 19th

century, the adaptation of industrialization and scientific innovations to building..
production has been inadequate to define new directions for architecture. For several

decades, architects have chosen to remain ignorant to the technical developments in the

field of construction. Consequently, it has become possible to observe two distinct

approaches in architecture, each of which fit in opposing categories of the basic diversity

discussed above. The architectural practice that made use of the formal and structural

potentialities of the new materials and construction techniques remained limited to
10



utilitarian building types such as bridges, exhibition halls, stations and attics. (Fig. 2.1,

2.2 & 2.3)

Figure 2. 1 Crystal Palace was built for the Great Exhibition of
1851 by Joseph Paxton. Prefabricated of glass and steel. (Pevsner
1968)

Figure 2. 2 Hall des Machines built for
the Paris Exhibition in 1889 (Pevsner
1968)

Figure 2. 3 St. Pancras Station in London, built by
Barlow in 1864. (Pevsner 1968)

In contrast, the architecture of official buildings, which would be expected to symbolize

the spirit of the age were far from reflecting the scientific developments in the field of

construction. Positioning themselves against the industrialized utilitarian architecture,

architects of official buildings often sought beauty and symbolism in the eclectic Greek

and Gothic Revivals. During the mid 19th century, the separation between science and art



became so evident in the field of architecture that many artists, including Ruskin,

announced their antipathy for the new architectural language of the industrial age:

"A day never passes without our ... architects being called upon to be original and

to invent a new style ... We want no new style of architecture ... It does not matter

one marble splinter whether we have an old or new architecture ... The forms of

architecture already known to us are good enough for us, and far better than any

of us. " (Ruskin, as quoted in Pevsner 1968, p.18)

The viewpoint that positioned the utilitarian against the aesthetic gave rise to another

discussion more oriented towards defining the professional scope of architecture. This

discussion appeared as the schism between the architect and the engineer. As construction

and architecture started to be treated as opposing poles, the practice of the architect was

reduced to an eclectic mimesis of historical forms. In opposition to this role of the

architect, the work of the engineer symbolized the rational, the anonymous and the

universal.

The initial encounters with the concerns for a regionally rooted architecture precisely

coincide this period when the architect's responsibility was reduced to the aesthetic field.

The achievement of beauty in the work of architecture was sought in the formal language

of the historical styles. The 19th century architect had no concern of formulating a new

language for the architecture of the industrialized society, and this eclectic turn-back was

accepted without question.

Two distinct approaches in the historicist architecture of this period are especially worth

mentioning because they symbolize the initial architectural reflections of the dichotomy

between the universal and the particular. Greek Revivalism, which was based on the

existence of an objective set of rules for the achievement of beauty, can be interpreted as

the first universalist tendency in architecture. According to the Greek Revivalists,

classical architecture of the antiquity was the ultimate model for the architectural practice

of all ages, places and nations. (Fig. 2.4)



Figure 2. 4 Le Bourse Stock Exchange designed by Brongniart in
1807. As a simple rectangle surrounded by a Corinthian colonnade,
the building is a typical example of the 19th century Classical
Revival in Europe. (Gibberd 1988)

The Gothic Revival, which has been formulated as a picturesque and subjective antithesis

against the universality of the classicist revival, has been the first approach within which

the term regionalism has been pronounced. Although the term etymologically represents

the bonds with a specific geographical location, its initial formulation has been in the

form of nationalism. As a revolt against the universality of classical forms, the formal

language of Gothic architecture was associated with more particular values such as

national roots. Gothic architecture was claimed to have a national character -especially

French, Italian, English and German. (Fig.2.5) Consequently, it was selected as the

suitable architectural language to represent the European Nationalism in rise during the

19th century. (Ozer 1963)

Figure 2.5 Houses of Parliament in London, dated 1840-1860. The
building designed by Barry and Pugin is a significant example of
the Gothic Revival. (Gibberd 1988)



As in other cultural modes of expression in the 19th century, opposing pairs of concepts

such as modem and traditional, utilitarian and aesthetic, universal and local (and national)

are valid for the architecture of this period. In this bipolar framework, the first terms are

based on the idea of a natural law independent of historical or geographical contingency

whereas the second terms imply rootedness in soil and tradition. (Colquhoun 1997)

The emphasis on roots and ongms became more intense as the political structure of

Europe dissolved and nations separated from the countries by which they had been

dominated. During this period, regional and local architectural approaches acquired an

ideological function of supporting the sentimental bonds with the concept of nation.

Culture and national identity were used as keywords to legitimize the existence of nation-

state in terms of regional culture. Architecture was used by all new nations as an effective

medium of cultural expression. A national architecture representing the specific society

was often formulated artificially, by putting together forms from various stylistic sources;

some vernacular and some historical. The revolt against the universal was again taken

over by the regionalist model, which appeared as the fictional formulation of the

particular and authentic.

"The first thing to note about this model is that it was formulated in the late 18th

century precisely at the moment when the phenomena that it described seemed to

be threatened and about to disappear. This is hardly surprising. The elements of

the society that operate without friction are invisible. It is only when imbalances

and frictions begin to occur that it becomes possible to see them. So, from the

start, the concept of a regional architecture was not exactly what it seemed. It was

more an object of desire than one objective fact. That is why the architecture of

regionalism put forward by the romantics could not be that 'authentic thing' of

which it had formed a mental image, but only its representation. " (Colquhoun

1997,p.17)

Colquhoun's words support the idea that architectural regionalism was initially

formulated within the cultural atmosphere of the 19th century, which can be identified

with the diversion and tension between thinking and feeling, science and art and the



universal and the particular. This tension in the Western thought was carried on to the

20th ~entury, and reappeared in its most vital form in the formulation of a modern style in

archit¢cture.

2.2.1. VARIATIONS WITHIN MAINSTREAM ARCHITECTURE DURING

EARLY 20TH CENTURY

The bi-polar and contradictory state of 19th century culture has been carried on to the

early 20th century, which has often been introduced as the glorious period of rational

thinking and the birth of modern architecture. However, the early years of the 20th century

architecture cannot be explained simply as the triumph of the rational, universal and

scientific thinking over romanticism. Among the numerous avant-garde movements that

have generated, it is possible to notice the existence of contradictory positions: The avant-

garde rooted in enlightenment promoted rationalism and universalism whereas the avant-

garde rooted in romanticism expressed their enthusiasm for nominalism, empiricism,

intuition and difference. (Colquohun 1997)

There is a general common belief that universalism and rationality have been more

influential in the formulation of the modern movement. The universalizing aspect of

modem architecture seems to dominate when one considers the effects of de Stijl, Loos

and Le Corbusier; which were all basically rationalistic. However, it would be misleading

to ignore the regional, national and classicizing influences upon the formation of some of

the most significant modern works of architecture. In order to correctly read these

variations, it is necessary to go beyond obvious resemblances of style to the level of

underlying types and informing ideas. (Curtis 1987)

A majority of the earliest texts on modern architecture tend to overlook this complex

formulation of modern architecture and play down the momentum of national and

regional histories. For instance, in Giedion's early writings, modern architecture was

introduced as a transnational and pan-cultural system of thought. These essays produced

in the early 1930s pay little attention to outstanding diversities caused by individual,

national and regional adaptations of the modern language; focusing primarily on formal

issues and the enthusiasm for the new building techniques. Giedion has started to consider

this variation within the realm of modern architecture only after the publication of Space,



Time and Architecture in 1941, to which the works of Alvar Aalto and Oscar Niemeyer

have been added only after the sixth edition.

Another major essay that has remained ignorant to the cultural and local variations in the

formulation of modern architecture has been The International Style by Johnson and

Hitchcock, published in 1934. The book was based on the possibility of establishing an

architectural style by formulating a monolithic and universally true set of formal

principles for building design. These early discussions and writings that concentrated on

the issues of style and form presented only an oversimplified picture of the complex

phenomenon of modern architecture. Based on the assumption of a homogeneous and

monolithic mainstream architecture flourishing in Europe and the USA, these writings

hardly mentioned the existence of a self-referential architectural practice in peripheral

Europe, whose underlying ideas differed considerably from the centralized discourses.

The ClAM meetings at La Sarraz (1928), Frankfurt (1929), Brussels (1931) and Athens

(1933) were no more sensitive in recognizing the wide range of manifestations within the

modern movement. Even during this period, it is possible to observe the existence of a

group of architects who approached the issues of function and technology through a more

critical viewpoint. These individual and independent practitioners did not have a

collective objective to oppose or challenge ClAM, however, they shared a deeper view of

modernity, and a more humane understanding of modern architecture. For instance Eileen

Gray, who professed such a critical viewpoint, believed that standardization and industrial

building methods were a necessity brought about by economic constraints: (Wilson 1995)

"It is essential not to present as ideal something which is simply the result of

unfortunate necessity. It's always the same story: technology ends up as the

principal preoccupation. The end is forgotten by thinking only of the means... We

must build for people so that they can find once more in architecture the joy of

enlarged powers and self-fulfillment. " (Gray, as quoted in Wilson 1995, p.23)

The main reason of the variety in early 20th century architecture is the differing concepts

behind the introduction of modern architecture, which varied considerably in different

countries. Modern architecture and claims of universality responded to cultural nuances



and political differences. In some countries of Europe, modern architecture was

introduced as a part of a total scheme of social and cultural renewal. In some cases, it was

manipulated to answer political and ideological needs of democratic -and paradoxically-

fascist states. The universalizing aspect of modernism has also been interpreted in various

ways, responding to classical inheritance in the case of Italian Fascist Architecture and

vernacular tradition in various cases in Scandinavia and the Mediterrenean region.

Different from their German contemporaries who identified the modern architectural

movement with the corrosive effects of international communism, Italian Fascist state

tolerated the nationalist and classicist adaptations of the new architecture, and even used

it ideologically. The modernist urge for universality was contextual and cultural rather

than formal; and allowed national and regional adaptations that did not impose an eclectic

pastiche or historicist formalism.

Even during the 1930s when the movement was the most influential, it is possible to

observe that modern architecture has been drawn into a variety of local agendas.

Architectural elements such as the steel frame, concrete skeleton, free fac;ade, horizontals

and planar walls became recognized as generic modern devices known and used all

around the world; in diverse climates, cultures, architectural languages and varying

definitions for modernism. (Curtis 1987) The basic principles, formal language and

construction potentialities introduced by modern architecture were being experimented

with all around the world, in various social, cultural and geographical conditions.

One of the most significant "local agenda"s that modern architecture has been drawn into

has been the Mediterranean architectural tradition. The formal language that has been

introduced by modernism was already familiar to the Mediterranean vernacular

characterized by whitewashed walls, cubic volumes and flat terrace roofs. (Fig. 2.8) The

resemblance between vernacular forms and modern architecture was not limited to the

issues of style. The evolution process of vernacular types does not contradict the basic

principles underlying modern architecture: both are shaped by concerns for functionality,

feasibility and efficiency, avoiding the use of non-functional ornamentation. It would be

misleading to claim that the Mediterrenean tradition became generally accepted as an

alternative position within modern architecture. However, its influences can be observed

especially in the peripheral Europe; namely Greece, Italy, France and Spain.



Figure 2. 8 A typical Mediterranean Settlement with terrace roofs
and white-washed cubic volumes. (Philippides 1983)

Concepts borrowed from the Mediterrenean vernacular were used as a means to preserve

difference within the universalist claims of modernism. For instance, Greek architects

who embraced the international architectural language by the late 1920s tried to root this

formal language in the social habits, spatial patterns and landscapes of their own country.

Due to the easy analogies drawn between the cubic white volumes and flat roofs of

modem architecture and the vernaculars of the Greek Islands, Greek architects succeeded

to assimilate modem architecture during the early 20th century. Seeking out a common

ground between a modernist simplification and popular roots, architects like Dimitris

Pikionis (Fig. 2.9) and Aris Konstantinidis experimented with local variations of modem

architecture. (Curtis 1986)

Figure 2. 9 The Lycabettus Hill Elementary School in Athens, dated
1933, by Dimitris Pikionis. White-wash plaster masses cascading
down the hill makes a distant reference to the topography of the
Mediterranean Hill Town. (Arredamento Mimarltk 100+ 18)



Spain has been another place where an international architectural language with

Mediterrenean references has developed. As the political regime in the country

experienced an unstable period during the civil war between 1925-1939, the Spanish

modern movement oscillated between a socialist-reformist approach and the authoritarian

nationalist influences of the Franco regime founded in 1939. However, from the

beginning, Spanish Modern Architecture paid attention to regional concerns without

being overtly Regionalist. (Curtis 1986) In the Catalonian case, Mediterrenean accent was

generally accepted amongst the architects of the region, as a means of finding an

equilibrium between the forces of rapid urbanization and the requirements of a particular

landscape, climate and culture. For instance, the Casa Bloc dated 1933, designed bu Josep

Luis Sert (Fig. 2.10) was an adaptation of Le Corbusier's housing experiments to the

warm climate and the rich Mediterranean vegetation.

Figure 2. 10 The Casa Bloc in Barcelona designed by Josep Luis
Sert in 1932. (Tafuri & Dal Co 1976, p.251)

A symbolic manifestation of early Spanish Modernism can be observed in the Spanish

Pavillion for 1937 Paris International Exhibition, designed by Josep Luis Sert and Luis

Lacasa. (Fig. 2.11) With an anti-authoritarian message fundamentally different from both

the Soviet and the Third Reich Pavillions, the international architectural language of the

building was enriched by Spanish touches such as ((... the crude peasant matting on the

floors, the colors of the Republican flag, the patio with its awning, the shading slats and

ventilating screens". The building can be evaluated as an initial example of lL.Sert's

ideal of meridional architecture that involved the adjustment of new and universal



.materials and construction systems to particular climatic and natural conditions. Sert

aimed to achieve this ideal through the modem interpretation and transformation of local

principles and traditional devices such as terraces, screens, loggias and awnings. (Curtis

Figure 2. II The Spanish Pavillion in 1937 Paris Exhibition,
designed by Josep Luis Sert and Luis Lacasa. (Curtis 1996)

The architectural discourse of Le Corbusier can be mentioned as the most significant and

influential modernist reference to the Mediterrenean theme during the first half of the

century. Especially in the early houses designed during the 1920s and his proposals in

Algiers during the 1930s; it is possible to observe the inspirations of rural Mediterranean

vernacular. In analysing the traditional Mediterranean Architecture, Le Corbusier looked

beyond formal issues and focused on the study of types, evaluating the principles

underlying plan schemes, handling of climatic conditions such as sun and rain, and the

use of materials. The early private houses designed by Le Corbusier exemplified his

approach to the dilemna of "...combining the universal types of centralized, urban,

technocratic culture with the vernacular types that had emerged over the centuries in

each region through the application of handicraft to local materials, and in direct

response to climate, landscape and way of life". This approach has been observable

throughout the different periods in the career of Le Corbusier; in Maison de Mandrot at

Le Pradet dated 1932 (Fig. 2.12), Petite Maison de Weekend dated 1935 (Fig. 2.13), and

the unbui1t project for Roq and Rob Holiday Housing dated 1949 (Fig. 2.14).



Figure 2. 13 Interior view from Petite Maison de Weekend. (Curtis
1986)

Figure 2. 14 Sketch of the project for Rog and Rob Holiday Housing
in Cap Martin by Le Corbusier dated 1949. (Curtis 1986)



The Nordic and Scandinavian tradition of Modem Architecture constitutes another

variation that has emerged from the collision of the universal and rational principles with

local and traditional culture of architecture. Modem architecture, which was influential

especially in France, Germany, Holland and Russia during the 1920s; has entered the

Scandinavian architectural agenda during 1930s. In Sweden, Denmark and Finland,

modern architecture, whose underlying concepts were paralel to the objectives of the

Social Democratic states, was rapidly adopted. Especially in Finland, which was in the

process of rapid industrialization and aimed to be liberated from the domination of

Russia; modernization involved social and cultural transformations and the construction

of a new Finnish identity.

Scandinavian Modernist tradition has been greatly inspired by national myths, local

vernacular architecture and the classic works of the previous generation of Scandinavian

architects such as Lars Sonck and Eliel Saarinen. In this respect, it is possible to identitY

Nordic modernism with its tectonic qualities, craftsmanship of glass and timber, use of

local building materials and response towards climatic and topographic properties of the

building site. These qualities can be explicitly observed especially in various architectural

works of the period such as Bellavista Housing in Denmark (1934) where Arne Jacobsen

has adapted the Siedlung theme for the specific conditions of climate and landscape(Fig

2.15); Woodland Cemetery Crematorium in Sweden (1935) where Erik Gunnar Asplund

has blended an abstract reading of classicism with the Nordic Romantic tradition (Fig

2.16); and Villa Maiera (1938) in Finland where Alvar Aalto has achieved a poetic spatial

experience through the modem formal language abstracted from formal classic disciplines

and lessons from regional vernacular modes of construction. (Fig 2.17& 2.18) The L-

shaped plan layout of Villa Maiera, which is a recurrent feature in Scandinavian Villas

and Finnish Farm Houses, provides a hierarchy of open spaces from public to private. The

private courtyard facades are handled with a more rustic approach integrated to the

natural landscape and the forest nearby, whereas the main fayade has a more rigid

modernist approach with whitewash walls and a cantilever canopy. Parallel to the

Scandinavian tradition, the interiors are articulated with wood, stone and brick in

elaborate detailing with high tectonic quality. According to Curtis, Villa Mairea was a

pivotal work for both Scandinavian modernism and the development of the modem

movement, because "if rested upon the collective discoveries of the 'heroic period' while



transcending them with a new set of impulses. ... breaking with the increasingly

restrictive bondage of received formulae, ... in quest for an authentic synthesis of the

localand the international, the ancient and the modern. " (Curtis 1996, p. 349)

Figure 2. 17 The main fac;:adeof Villa Mairea by Alvar Aalto, dated
1938. (Curtis 1996)



Figure 2. 18 The courtyard fayade of Villa Mairea with the turf roof.
(Curtis 1996)

While rural Scandinavian and Mediterranean traditions constituted the major theme of

variation in Europe during the early century, the influences of a similar local agenda also

occupied the architectural discourse in the USA. The approaches named as the

Californian School and Bay Region Architecture were carried out by a generation of

architects that aimed to conceptualize the American suburb as a place of culture.

The emergence of the suburban culture of architecture can be traced back to the Prarie

Houses of Frank Lloyd Wright designed during the first decade of the 20th century.

During this period, American culture remained introverted and isolated from the

ideological and transformations taking place in Europe. Wright's early works, majority of

which consist of private suburban villas, should be evaluated as the products of this

introverted rural culture. Wright's early designs such as Winslow House dated 1893 (Fig.

2.19), Willits House dated 1902 and Coonley House dated 1908 (Fig. 2.20); can be

evaluated as his earliest experimentations with the principles of Organic Architecture.

Wright's sensitivity towards natural environment and natural construction materials can

be observed in all four examples with pitched tile roofs, wide eaves, patios, wood-stud

construction, and the horizontal mass arrangement that aims to achieve the harmony with



Figure 2.20 Coonley House by Frank Lloyd Wright, dated 1908.
One of the initial experimentations of Wright with the asymmetric
mass organization. (Arredamento Dekorasyon 17)

A more abstract and mature version of Wright's rural sensitivity governs his later works,

especially in Taliesin East dated 1925, Taliesin West dated 1938 (Fig. 2.21) and the

Usonian Houses he has designed during the 1930s as a proposal for low-cost single

family houses (Fig. 2.22). From the beginning of his professional career, Wright has

approached the European formulation of modernism and the purity of expression

cautiously. Consequently, in the USA, later architectural approaches that evolved as a

reaction against the dogmatism of international style took the architectural discourse of

Wright as a model. Among the American architects who aimed to formulate a design

approach based on a regional sensitivity towards the rural culture of building, two are

especially significant: Harwell Hamilton Harris and William Wilson Wurster, who

pioneered the South Californian School and the Bay Region Sytle.



Figure 2. 21 Taliesin West dated 1938, where the formal and
tectonic language of Wright has become more refined and abstract.
(Heinz 1982)

This diversity within modern architecture, to which the major theoretical works of the

1930s had remained ignorant to, has been named as regionalism by many critics

especially during the second half of the century. It is true that the works mentioned above

are significant with their exceptional sensitivity for cultural circumstances and local

conditions. However, it should be remarked that their design process involves an intuitive

and spontaneous adaptation rather then the intentional stylistic formulation of any -ism

against the rational and idealist tradition of modem architecture. Besides, such a

classification involves the risk it of gathering the various adaptations within modern

architecture under a common monolithic formulation. Keeping in mind that the works

mentioned above are the formal and spatial reflections of different underlying ideas, it

would be more appropriate to mention them as regional rather than classify them as

regionalist.



2.2.2. THE CULTURAL AND ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT OF THE

POSTW AR PERIOD

" ... modernity, which was supposed to represent the twentieth century and set it

apart from the nineteenth, had many absurd features, and the reaction away from

it was quite justifiable; but it is becoming obvious by this time that the baby has

been emptied away with the bathwater. " (Stirling 1957)

The sources of the concepts and influences beyond the complex formulations of

architecture during the late 20th century can be discovered through a critical evaluation of

the cultural status of the postwar period. World War II has been a point of inflection for

the course of mainstream architecture, announcing the approaching end for the "heroic

epoch of modern architecture". While the prewar doctrine of modern culture was based

on "an ethos of progress predicated on functional determination and technical

advancement"; many architects realized immediately after the war that this understanding

of ethics offered no guarantees for humane values. (Ockman 1992, p. 13) Consequently,

postwar cultural developments have once more given rise to an intense questioning of

universal values in favor of preserving cultural and local differences. As the friction

between the two ends increased, reconciliatory middle terms disappeared, and the tension

between the universal and particular became explicit once again. In this respect, the

postwar culture that was based on oppositional constructs can be evaluated in similar

terms with the 19th century Western culture.

Paul Ricoeur's essay dated 1961 can be mentioned as one of the initiative manifestations

that formulated the evolving resistance against the universalization of culture. Ricoeur

acknowledges that universalization is an advancement of mankind, remarking that every

society must, sooner or later, accept an ethics of progress based on scientific, technical

and political rationality. What he opposes is not universalization in the sense of

modernization, but the homogenization of world culture at a lower level determined by

consumer culture.

"We have the feeling that this single world civilization at the same time exerts a

sort of attrition or wearing away at the expense of the cultural resources which



have made the great civilizations of the past. This threat is expressed, among other

disturbing effects, by the spreading before our eyes of a mediocre civilization,

\ which is the absurd counterpart of what I was just calling elementary culture.

'Everywhere throughout the world, one finds the same bad movie, the same slot

machines, the same plastic or aluminum atrocities, the same twisting of language

by propaganda, etc. It seems as if mankind, by approaching 'en masse' a basic

consumer culture, were also stopped 'en masse' at a subcultural level. " (Ricoeur

The most significant failure of universalization was the loss of the dialectical interplay

between civilization and culture. As civilization broke this symbiotic relation and became

a threat against culture, claims of universality failed to generate a world culture that

allowed adaptations according to the demands of diverse societies. As Frampton draws

attention to the dialectical relationship between civilization and culture that has existed

since Enlightenment, he remarks that "utility established as meaning generates

meaninglessness". (Frampton 1983, p.17) This opposition to the loss of meaning in

postwar Western culture has found its reflections in architecture and planning, as a revolt

against the standardized built environment generated by naive functionalism.

2.2.2.2. CRITICAL DEBATES IN POSTWAR ARCHITECTURE - THE CRISIS

OF "INTERNATIONAL STYLE"

The intellectual productivity and the modernist architectural practice that were at their

peak during the 1920s and 1930s; were interrupted by the political and economical crisis

that followed World War II. The architectural activity in theory and practice had

considerably slowed down during the world war. In this respect, the late 1940s symbolize

the beginning of a new period in architecture, with the architectural agenda becoming

oriented to the intense rehabilitation and reconstruction activity especially of the

destructed urban centers of Europe. For the modernist generation of architects taking part

in reconstruction, the task was much more complex, and involved the projection of a

vision of the postwar society. This symbolized the continuation of the heroic Modernist

tradition of the pre-war period; and took its most explicit form in the design of various

industrialized housing schemes. Due to financial constraints, limited building materials

and emergency; modernist and functional(ist) design and industrialized building

production, typical of the prewar modernism, provided the most suitable and satisfying
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solutions for the intense postwar construction. Immediately after the World War,

modernist architects shared the ideals of late Corbusian plasticity and modular clarity,

prefabrication, transparency, visual simplicity; all of which inspired " ...an architecture of

reduction and deliberate anonymity that sought to mirror industrialization. " (Pallasmaa

1998, p.22) In order to meet the urgent need especially for housing, industrialized housing

schemes have been developed, the most significant ones being Buckminster Fuller's

Dymaxion House and Moshe Safdie's Habitat. Meanwhile, grand urban schemes based on

functional zoning were being realized by planners of the post-war era.

However, the social, political and economic conditions that accompanied postwar

architectural practice were considerably different from the heroic modernism of the

1920s. Following the World War II, political and economical centralization and

internationalization had become much stronger than the previous period. The increasing

industrial production had given rise to a general abundance caused by economic growth.

Distribution of products transcended national and regional boundaries and in many cases

offered feasible alternatives to local means of production. Architectural design and

building production were also financed and realized by centralized economic powers.

Supported by economic necessities and competitive labor; the built environment started to

become increasingly homogenous.

The most important difference of postwar modernism from the early epoch has been this

change in the ideological tendency behind the conceptualization of modem architecture.

Different from the early modern discourse that was politically associated with socialism,

postwar modernist architecture served the capitalist utopia; where the focus had shifted

from production to consumption. Consequently, the formal language of the international

style was too abstract and anti-individualistic for the Western countries where the society

demanded higher standards of living with more leisure and freedom. Chadirji refers to the

dichotomous influence that this cultural situation exerts upon the society. According to

Chadirji; while the standardization and internationalization of science, art and academic

training began to take place; aesthetic values became progressively more heterogenous

with the influence of the consumption culture diffused through the international media.

(Chadirji 1986) This cultural disjunction experienced in Western societies after the War

has parallel aspects with the schism in Western culture encountered since the late 18th



century. Many critics agree that this imbalance has been the most typical feature in the

culture of the modern Western society rooted in Enlightenment.

It should be remarked that the experimental works in postwar modern architecture were

limited to the individual practices of a few architects; an exceptional and elite minority of

the general architectural practice. In the process of intense and rapid reconstruction,

modern architecture lost its dynamic and liberating character that allowed varying

definitions taking into account the dynamics of different societies, cultures, climates,

nations and regions. The common formal characteristics of modern architecture iconized

and started to be imposed and repeated unconsciously; leading to an unorganized

homogeneity directed mainly by individual self-interest. (Chadirji 1986) Majority of the

new buildings in urban centers exemplified the formalist understanding of modernism

whose principles were reduced to standardized high-rise prisms recognized all over the

world as the international style. As the term international style also implies, modern

architecture of the 1950s was conceptualized more as a stylistic manifestation linked to an

earlier historical period.

Although Abel remarks that it was not the modern movement, but this cartoon image of

modernism that lead to social discontents and cultural failures after the 1940s; (Abel

1997) the consequences of the functionalist postwar architecture and planning soon gave

rise to an intense questioning of the modernist discourse itself. This issue can be

evaluated as a later version of the struggle between the universal and particular; present in

modern Western architectural discourse since its earliest phases in the late 18th century.

During the postwar period, the focus of architecture and planning has once again shifted

towards the preservation of cultural and local differentiations, aiming to "restore the core

or essence ruined by the increasingly abstract and homogenized world of the post-

industrialsociety". (Colquohun 1997, p.17)

Inorder to formulate the preservation of difference and humanity in architectural terms, it

may help to overview some of the critical discussions and concepts that occupied the

architectural agenda during the 1950s. The issues addressed by the postwar architectural

criticscan be examined in two major interdependent categories.



The rapid cultural, social and economical changes that have occurred during the two

decades that followed World War II have radically transformed the metropolitan centers

of the developed world. This radical urban change was critical especially for European

cities with a dominant historical heritage. According to Frampton, during the intense

reconstruction of urban centers, 19th century city fabrics have been overlaid by the "two

symbiotic instruments of Megalopolitan development - the freestanding high-rise and the

serpentine freeway". High-rise glass blocks and highways had become the symbols of

rationally designed urban centers during the postwar period. While land values increased

due to the construction of rational highways that destroyed the city fabric, high-rise glass

blocks became the prime device in responding increased land values. (Frampton 1983,

p.17)

However; the rationally shaped urban centers failed to satisfy the spatial requirements of

varying cultural and social structures. As a consequence of this urban crisis, the modernist

ideology was rejected by many critics for being fatally linked to the ills of urban

development and modernization. (Ockman 1992) As Tzonis and Lefaivre draw attention

to this outright rejection of modernism, which has been the generative point of

postmodern and anti-modern architectural discourses of the late 20th century; they remark

that the urban consequences of the reconstruction activity in Europe were judged by

public as "a devastation worse than the war itself":

"Architecture since the Second World War has corne to be strongly associated

with inhumanity, desolation and devastation. The mere mention of post-war urban

design invokes images of asphalt deserts and mean streets, nightmares of

bureaucratic and technocratic know-how, 'anomie " 'atopic' graveyards of

urbanity. "(Tzonis & Lefaivre 1992, p.2l)

Although Tzonis and Lefaivre accept that these generalizations were not fully accurate,

they remark that this was the way postwar architecture and planning was seen by the post-

1968 generation. In fact, counteracts against the cultural homogenization and

standardization of the built environment had started much earlier, immediately after the



war. Majority of these oppositions evolved in the field of urban sociology and focused on

the social problems encountered in the new life in large metropolitan areas.

In the field of architecture; the oppositions against universalization and modem

architecture evolved as a reaction against the loss of humane concerns and the

characteristics particular to a certain place, nation and society. As also emphasized in the

quotation of Tzonis and Lefaivre, the major opposition against the standardized built

environment has evolved against its inhumanity and indifference to varying conditions.

This concern can also be traced in the early modem architectural discourse, where the

needs and the technical capabilities of the society were accepted as the fundamental

determinants of architecture. During the postwar period; the modem formal language lost

its mutual relationship with its generative factors that derived from the physical, spatial

and social needs of the human being.

As postwar architectural practice remoted from its decentralizing and liberative

modernist origin that allowed adaptations to traditional and local architectural patterns,

the cultural and local diversity in architecture was lost. Prismatic white-washed or glass

blocks with flat roofs unconsciously evolved into a universal type; indifferent to the

spatial requirements of the users. It is possible to evaluate the universalization of

architectural form in three major subtitles:

• The indifference to local physical conditions: In its latter phases, the relation of

modem architecture with nature became increasingly abstract. This involved the

indifference to local factors such as topography, climate and natural light. With

reference to topography, the international style often took the tabula rasa

approach, regarding a totally flat site as a component of rationalized construction.

The approach towards climatic conditions was similar: the differing formal

languages that replied varying climatic demands were replaced by the air-

conditioned block behind the fixed window fa<;ade.

• The indifference to inherited construction methods and materials: Concrete and

steel frame structures with glass curtain walls replaced the use of regional building

materials and technics that are an influential factor in the formation of a typical
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architectural language associated with a specific locality. The universalization in

construction methods has also led to a change in the role of the architect especially

'I in the recently decolonized societies rising from underdevelopment. In contrast

'with traditional systems of building production, architectural practice has been

taken over by large-scale international corporate firms during the postwar period.

In addition, as the individual architect specialized as the designer, he has remoted

from the actual building production. This has replaced the different division of

labor in developing societies where building production traditionally occurred

with a collaboration of craftsmen. This indifference to local conditions has

inevitably led to a loss tectonic qualities in architecture, which result from an

interplay of material, craftwork, and physical conditions. In Frampton's words,

scenographic concerns have replaced tectonic qualities in the architecture of late

20th century.(Frampton 1983)

• The indifference to living patterns: Since its evolution into a professional

discipline, architecture has been the art with the most irrefutable and unavoidable

grounding in social life. (Pallasmaa 1998) Due to the differing climatic and

topographic conditions worldwide, people establish varying relationships with

built form. Besides, different cultural backgrounds and living patterns may require

varying levels of privacy and publicity. Socially inherited behavior patterns

constitute an integral determinant of architectural form. However, during the

postwar period when the "international style" dominated the architectural practice

worldwide; these factors were simply ignored.

2.2.2.3. CHALLENGING THE INTERNATIONAL STYLE: SEARCH FOR

DIVERSITY

The social, cultural and architectural crisis encountered during the postwar period; which

was falsely linked to the rationalizing principles of modernism; gave rise to a variety of

approaches all aiming to recover the lost essence smothered by universalization. Parallel

to the cultural schism of the 19th century that tended to perceive the reality in terms of

oppositional constructs; the postwar criticism of modernization has generated a variety of



anti-modernist discourses and positions. This anti-modernist variety was mainly formal

and stylistic, similar in essence to the "Battle of Styles" in the 19th century.

In this respect, it is possible to observe the existence of two distinct ends in theoretical

approaches to architecture during the 1950s and 1960s; both of which define their

positions with respect to the modem project: Different from the anti-modernist

approaches that made use of classical and vernacular codes in order to revive stylistic

variety through a superficial transfer of historical and provincial forms; academicians and

critics at the other end aimed to redefine the principles of modem architecture with looser

formal restrictions. Modernity was once again perceived as a state of mind rather than a

stylistic recipe, and an architectural revision accompanied by a cultural criticism was

formulated during the 1940s and 1950s. Organicism, aesthetic expressiveness, contextual

relationships, and social, anthropological and psychological subject matter were

introduced as means of achieving the reconciliation and integration of functionalism with

more humanistic concerns. However, this process of revision at times made use of pre-

modern and anti-modem themes such as history, monumentality, picturesque popular

culture, regional traditions and ornamentation; and always involved the risk of a romantic

and nostalgic formal mimesis; which was part of the disease rather than the cure.

(Ockman 1992) It is possible to observe such a use of pre-modernist and anti-modernist

themes even in the latter works of the significant names of the early modernist period.

The main objective of the postwar critical architectural discourses was to oppose these

anti-modernist schemes and revise this image of modernism by formulating a more

humanist and formally more liberating architectural approach.

Henry-Russell Hitchcock's article called The International Style Twenty Years After,

published in Architectural Record in 1951, is one of the most significant documents

exemplifying the urge for the revision of modem architecture. In this article, Hitchcock

reconsiders the book and the exhibition The International Style in 1932, on which he had

collaborated with Philip Johnson. The International Style: Architecture Since 1922

written by Hitchcock and Johnson had been one of the major influential events in the

diffusion of the European modernism and the principles of ClAM in the USA. The book,

which defined the modem movement in terms of a set of aesthetic and stylistic principles,

had been accused of formulating a monolithic stylistic description for modem



architecture. As Hitchcock reconsiders the book m 1951, he remarks that The

International Style had not been intended to make dogmatic definitions of modem

architecture and create an academic rulebook. (Hitchcock 1951, p.140) However, he

accepts that the arbitrariness of a priori stylistic rules that they had presented in 1932

have led to the conception of modem architecture formally in a limited sense.

The professional crisis in modem architecture has led to the intensification of studies on

architectural theory. The accelerating theoretical production in architecture during the

1960s has become the major source of questioning the international style that was reduced

to formal concerns. (Ozdel 1999, p.22) Similar to the architectural practice of this period,

significant theoretical works of the 1960s exhibited a diversity of attitudes that ranged

from anti-modernist to modernist.

Jane Jacobs' The Death and Life of Great American Cities published in 1961 is probably

the strongest opposition to the Modernist principals of planning and schemes of total

urban renewal. In her book, Jacobs challenged the planning ideas of Le Corbusier and

other Modem Movement designers, as well as the Garden City program of Ebenezer

Howard, as inappropriate for cities. Jacobs celebrated the heterogeneity of urban

neighborhoods and her major argument was that Modem planners ignored the lived

experience of architecture, the rituals and patterns of daily life and the network of human

relationships. (Ghirardo 1996, p.14)

Aldo Rossi's Architecture of the City published in 1966 is another revolt against the

discontents of the modernist urban environment. Different from Jacobs, Rossi focused on

the crisis in the European cities suffering the effects of wartime destruction and postwar

redevelopment. Rossi also favored the rich complexity of cities, not just their buildings

but their histories, urban forms, street networks, and personal stories. Rossi studied the

history of the European city, in order to identify first how cities grew and transformed

over time, and second, how building types participated in the morphological evolution of

the city. (Ghirardo 1996, p. 19)

Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, written by Robert Venturi in 1966 has

been a significant work in the evolution of the postmodern architectural scene of the late
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20th century. The architectural discourse of Venturi was based on the preservation of

variety and difference, complexity and contradiction. However, Venturi's opposition

against the modern movement has remained limited to the aesthetic field, conceptualizing

the building as a sort of packaging for consumer culture. Venturi's book, which has later

become the initiative symbol of postmodern architecture, has been criticized for failing to

offer new modes of spatiality, and any theory other than anti-modernism.

Throughout the history of Western architecture, classical and historical forms and types

have been a familiar source of reference as a resistance against the rational and universal

implied by modern thinking. However, during the 1960s, it has also been possible to

observe several works that have drawn attention to an alternative source for the

preservation of difference and the emerging humanistic culture foreseen by Lewis

Mumford. With its sensitivity for specific cultural, social and geographical situations;

regionally and locally cultivated architectural practice was conceived as an alternative

solution for the problems of postwar architecture. Consequently, symbolic representation,

organicism, contextualism, regional traditions and indigenous culture became the new

issues of focus in academic architectural debates and have been influential in the

education programs of many universities?

This approach has been supported by two seminal works through which the renewed

interest in regional forms of architecture gained academic support. Vernacular

architecture, which had not been considered within the realm of architecture, entered the

mainstream architectural debates mainly with Bernard Rudofsky's Architecture Without

Architects exhibition at the Museum of Modern Arts, and the accompanying catalogue

published in 1964. For the first time in architectural history, anonymous modes of

building were being considered as sources where the "basic components of design such as

climate, technology, culture and related symbolism existed and matured over the

centuries of man's involvement with architecture". (Ozkan 1985)

2 For instance, at the School of Design in North Carolina State University; Matthew Nowicki has revised
the regular design curriculum by adding humanities, architectural history and regional studies at a time
when most architecture schools were neglecting these disciplines. (1961)



The preface to Architecture Without Architects, written by Rudofsky himself, involves

clues that indigenous culture is conceived as an alternative system that offers possible

solutions for the problems caused by the homogenized built environment. Rudofsky

especially focuses on the humaneness of this architecture, and declares his concerns for

urban identity, as he mentions the example of the vernacular street replaced by the

metropolitan highway.

The influences of Rudofsky's work supported the beliefs in locally cultivated

architecture, which was seen as an emergent humanistic culture. Another work that

declared similar concerns has been Architecture For The Poor by Hassan Fathy,

published in 1969. As Fathy explains in detail the construction of the village of New

Gourna during the 1930s, he takes an extreme conservatist position that resists Western

Modernism, its colonial politics, cultural dominance, architectural discourse and ways of

building. In his work, Fathy cherished the vernacular modes of construction, local

materials and appropriate technology, focusing on their suitability to the needs of rural

Egypt. (Ozkan 1985) Although the consequences and success of Fathy's practice can be

challenged, his discourse based on the different modes of building generated in recently

decolonized non-Western societies has constituted a significant model for the regionalist

discourse.

The works of Rudofsky and Fathy have drawn attention to the fact that the work of the

professional designer constitutes a small and often insignificant portion of the overall

building activity. In the mainstream architectural discourse, this awareness has given rise

to the belief that studies on vernacular architecture involve important architectural lessons

for the present day. Amos Rapoport and Christopher Alexander have been the most

significant representatives of this new academized approach. Rapoport's House Form and

Culture dated 1969 focuses on the evolution of vernacular types of dwelling all around

the world. Focusing on the responses of house form to social factors, climatic conditions

and appropriate technology, Rapoport challenges the indifference of the modem housing

schemes to the social requirements of their inhabitants. With the works of Rapoport,

Alexander, and many others that followed the same direction, vernacular architecture

became accepted as a reliable source for overcoming the failures of the "international

style". (Rapoport 1969)



Supported by an architectural literature that has cherished a heterogenous, diversified

practice,the last four decades of the 20th century have witnessed a plurality of styles and

approaches, that ranged between the ends modem and anti-modem. The same plurality

canbe observed in regionally and locally sensitive architectural approach; where it has

been possible to observe a variety of works that ranged from a nostalgic kitsch of

vernacularforms to a deep level of social and tectonic consciousness - a scala where the·

linethat separates extreme ends is very thin and delicate.



REGIONALISM AS AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL FOR DIVERSITY

In order to fully evaluate the regionalist approaches that have been observed during the

late 20th century; it is necessary to study the two distinct formulations of the concept. The

first one is the regional architecture that developed within the mainstream architectural

discourse, which has evolved as a response to the postwar conditions discussed in the

previous chapter. The other formulation of regionalism has evolved in societies with a

dominant architectural tradition, especially in the recently decolonized developing world.

It is possible to observe a fundamental difference between these two formulations of

regionalism: The regionalism within the mainstream practice defines its position within

the autonomous discipline of architecture and concentrates on issues of form, typology

and space. In contrast, the regionalist architecture in the developing world has a more

political focus with an emphasis on nationalism; questioning the cultural collisions,

colonial politics and Western hegemony over an already fragmented culture. The same

duality can also be observed in the formulation of the concept of identity, which has

constituted the basis for a locally and contextually sensitive architecture.

Majority of the postwar reactionary attitudes against universalization take the concept of

identity as their basis. The concept of identity is closely associated with the preservation

of difference against standardization, since the term can simply be defined as "the

qualities that distinguish a specific entity from the rest". Discussions on the preservation

of identity have found their theoretical and practical reflections in the field of architecture

especially after 1950s. Although the concept has always been mentioned as a

decentralizing alternative against the universalization of culture forms, its definition has

often remained loose and ambiguous. However, it is possible to conceptualize the issues

that the concept of identity has responded to, in two different - though interdependent -

formulations for the concept. The first conceptualization of identity is formulated within

the vocabulary of architecture and does not imply any direct connection with claims of

nationalism. The second formulation of the term, which is dominant especially in the

architectural discourses of the de-colonized developing world, tends to achieve the



preservation of identity through a return to the architectural patterns historically

associated with a specific culture and nation.

In the critical approaches that aimed to resolve the problem of identity experienced in

large metropolitan areas; the oppositional framework of place - space constituted an

architectural basis. The dual construct was supported especially by Martin Heidegger's

essay Building, Dwelling, Thinking written in 1954, where he had introduced two

alternative conceptions of space. : Spatium versus Raum.

When evaluated with respect to the built environment in the 1960s, the term space stands

for the consequence of the standardized· solutions that override the cultural and local

diversities. Space is the product of an over-rationalized design understanding that offers

the same building solution in fundamentally different environments like Newyork, Paris

and Jeddah. Offering anonymous and identical solutions to differing cultural, social and

spatial needs, space is closely associated with the loss of identity. As Jencks explains the

loss of identity in postwar architecture and planning, he draws attention to the role of

international communication and increasing mobility in the production of space.

" ... the life of the urban man was becoming more anonymous and mobile; or in

architectural terms there was an inexorable movement from symbolically rich

systems to impoverished ones, from cultural roles to functional roles, or just

simply from place to space. " (Jencks 1985, p.302)

The reestablishment of lost identity and difference in the built environment has been one

of the main concerns of postwar critical discourses. In opposition to the concept of space,

critics sought means of place making; aiming to preserve the local identity in architecture.

Jencks remarks that the history of ClAM to Team Ten, from 1953 to 1963, has basically

been the history of an attempt to reestablish the basis for urban identity. Peter Smithson's

emphasis that the feeling of being somebody living somewhere was preferable to being no

one living nowhere can be mentioned as a typical example of the viewpoint pioneered by

the Team Ten group. (as quoted in Jencks 1985, p.303)



In postwar architectural practice, the urge to restore the lost identity through place

making has often been accompanied by strong claims of nationality. Such a claim of

national and cultural identity has emerged especially from societies with a dominant

heritage of architectural patterns. Within the disciplinary boundaries of architecture, the

concept of national identity stood as a revolt against the universalization of the living

patterns, formallanguge, construction methods and the professional scope of architecture.

The question of ongm underlies any claim to national identity. The architectural

discourses that called for a sensitivity towards national identity inevitably relied on a

backward look to the past. (Prakash 1997) Consequently, majority of the architectural

experimentations with the issue of identity have been confined to a conservative attitude

far from defining directions for future architecture. Claims to restore national identity

through architecture have often been based on a formalist symbolism and a superficial

transfer of images from another culture or age; an approach that has been reactive rather

than generative. Collages of local, regional and historical codes have been used as

architectural means to recover national identity; claimed to be threatened by the

internationalization of cultural modes of expression.

In order to understand the shortcomings of architectural discourses based on cultural and

national identity, it is necessary to fully formulate the values that national identity

represents, and question the possibility of using these values as determinants of

architectural form. As Charles Correa tries to define the concept of identity and explore

its possible interactions with the built environment, he mentions three major

characteristics of identity as follows: (Correa 1983, p.1 0)

• "Identity is a process, and not a found' object. It may be likened to the trail left

by a civilization as it moves through history". Cultural or national identity is not

a static quality that must survive through time. Besides; in the cultures that have

been fragmented by colonialism, the requirements for a viable architectural

continuity are hard to define.



• "Being a process, identity cannot be Jabricated or produced through any

means" - including architecture. As Alan Colquhoun also remarks, any claim to

reproduce a lost national identity through architecture is bound to remain a

mimetic exercise. Any architectural practice with a claim of national identity

cannot be that authentic thing of which it tries to recall a mental image, but only

its representation. (Colquhoun 1997) Consequently, the recovery of identity

through architecture always involves the risk of becoming an artificial

formulation that aims to restore some authentic thing that never truly existed.

Robin Evans draws attention to this aspect of the concept as he says:

"Stories of origin are far more telling oj their time oj telling, than oj the time

they claim to tell." (Evans, as quoted in Prakash 1997, p.39)

• "Identity is not a self-conscious thing. " The characteristics of a certain national

identity are not judged and determined by the nation itself, but by external

observers who recognize the behaviors typical to that other nation. "We may talk

about French logic, but the French are not trying to be French-logical. They are

simply trying to be logical; it is we who watch them and say 'That's very

French '''.

Any architectural practice that aims to overcome actual problems and respond to the

specific needs of a society implies a strong - though unconscious- identity. Within the

modernist practice that had no explicit claim of nationality, it is possible to observe

typical characteristics specific to different nations. As Jencks formulates this point with

his pluralist outlook, he remarks that "Scandinavian modern was generally nature-

oriented and socially responsible, German was tough and ordered; Swiss was bourgeois

and clean, Italian was vigorously modeled, sophisticated and slick to the point oj

decadence, Indian was strong and impoverished, Israeli was hexagonal and Jull oj six-

pointed stars, Japanese was constructivist, black on white, Jull oj slight curves and so

on." (Jencks 1985, p.320)

Although Jencks' judgments seem generalized and too personal at first sight, it is not

possible to overlook the existence of the diversity within modern architectural practice,



based on national and regional factors. However, since majority of the regionalist and

nationalist works were overtly and superficially historicist and provincial, modernist

architects often refrained from claims of nationality in their discourses, but still accepted

the validity of cultural and regional values as a source of inspiration and variation for

modem architectural practice.

3.2. THE EVOLUTION OF REGIONAL AND LOCAL APRROACHES IN

CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE

3.2.1. MODERN REGIONALISM DEFINED WITHIN THE MAINSTREAM

ARCHITECTURAL DISCOURSE

Within the architectural agenda of the postwar period, architects and critics have started

to reconsider culturally and locally cultivated architecture as a solution for the theoretical

crisis in modem architecture. Although Jencks identifies the Regionalism of the 1950s as

"...perhaps the greatest departure of the idealist tradition" (Jencks 1985, p.3l9), local

and traditional ways of building have offered an alternative position for the recovery of

the lost sense of place. Different from the other more aestheticist and formalist critical

movements against the internationalization and stylization of modem architecture (Neo-

Palladian, Neo-Classical, etc.), the regionalist position offered the potential to advance

considerable arguments with respect to economy, practicability and policy. (Stirling

1957) These aspects of the regionalist doctrine were not antithetical to the basic principles

and cultural basis of modernity. Being an alternative means of achieving the continuity of

modem architectural project, regionalism has constituted one of the most significant

critical schools formulated within modernism. Curtis remarks that the new regionalist

position had the potentiality to offer a more humanistic interpretation of modern

architecture as he says:

"In the search for new inspirations and primal signposts, peasant vernaculars

once again came into vogue. They evoked a reassuring, pre-industrial world in

which men, things and natural forces seemed to work in unison. They also

suggested keys for adapting to local environments, climates and traditions, and

supplied possible correctives to the enfeebled versions of the International Style.

Vague yearnings for archetypes were sensed in many of the arts in this period.

Universalizing and transcultural psychological theories about 'Man' ... kept
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uneasy company with a quest for regional identity which steered carefully around

overt nationalist positions. This was one of the ways in which a war-torn Europe

sought internal equilibrium. " (Curtis 1996, p.453)

It should be noted that all forms of regional architectural positions of the prewar period

had been approached with caution by the modernist discourse. Due to the bonds of this

architecture with the nationalist ideologies of fascist regimes, regional architecture was

conceived as an anti - modernist approach. However, the locally inspired works of

modem masters such as Le Corbusier, F.L. Wright and Alvar Aalto; which had previously

proved the possibility of a pact between regional ways of building and modem

architecture. In the process of formulating a new direction for modem architecture

through regionalism, modernist critics were aware of the possible misunderstandings of

the discourse. For instance, Giedion remarked that modem regionalism did not have

common roots or objectives with the nationalistic regionalism in the extreme right

ideological movements in Italy and Germany during World War II. Consequently, overtly

historicist and provincial forms were condemned, whereas the works that exhibited a

humane modesty of scale, tectonic sensitivity, respect for climatic differences and a

deeper appreciation of place were praised.

The articles written by James Stirling during the 1950s are significant essays on this new

definition of modernism. In an article called Regionalism and Modern Architecture

published in Architect's Year Book in 1957, Stirling remarks that Le Corbusier and Alvar

Aalto have been the innovators of modem regionalism. In the article that mainly deals

with English architecture, Stirling formulates the prime manifestations of the regionalist

movement in three steps:

• "The plastique of folk and anonymous architecture": This tendency had been

initially stimulated by Mediterranean building traditions, based on the parallels

between Mediterranean vernacular and modem architecture. During the 1950s,

this interest has expanded to consider "anything of any period which is

unselfconscious and usually anonymous" as a source of reference.



• "Variability found in nature replacing the use of orthogonal proportion and

basic geometrical elements": Regionalist approach tends to make use of organic

expression, where the "assemblage of units is more in terms of growth and

change than of mere addition ".

• "A return to the last significant period of English Architecture:" Here, Stirling

refers to the genuinely modem nature of the Arts and Crafts movement and

considers the "revaluation of Voysey and Mackintosh" as a component of

modem regionalism. "It is obvious that the architecture of this period is still the

most modern that we possess but in returning to the point of departure we may

be implying that the Continental innovations of the twenties and thirties are

incapable of development, presumably because they were foreign to our own

experience and today they are academic and no longer valid in our present

situation". (Stirling 1957) The regionalist tradition defined within modem

architecture has inherited its principles partially from the avant-garde rooted in

romanticism.

Different from the claims of regionalism that evolved in 19th century Western

architecture, the regionalist discourse defined within modernism during the 1950s had no

tendency towards an ideological nationalism. This can also be observed in the three

principles above, which Stirling mentions as the three prime manifestations of modem

regionalism.

Not surprisingly, the most significant examples of modem regionalism III Europe

emerged from the Mediterranean and Scandinavian traditions of modernism, where

architects had been experimenting with regional and local variations of modem

architecture since the early 1930s. The later works of Alvar Aalto examplify this new

sensitivity and rootedness sought in modernism. Except his few earlier works, Aalto had

always taken a critical position against universal and techno-utopian ideology. According

to Aalto, the task of architecture was to mediate between man and technology and support

his social and cultural integration (Pallasmaa 1988):



"The one good thing that we still have today - architects with a new approach

from being formal artists have moved over into a new field and they are the 'garde

d'honneur', the hard fighting squadron for the humanising of technology in our

time. " (Aalto 1957, as quoted in Wilson 1995, p.7)

As the quotation above gives clues about Aalto's belief in the social mission of the

architect, it also declares his opposition against the formal artist. Although his locally

sensitive architecture makes use of faint references to archaic history, antiquity,

vernacular Mediterranean building and anonymous Finnish peasant tradition; Aalto

refrains from using symbolic forms that directly recall history or tradition. As Pallasmaa

draws attention to Aalto's use of imagery that activates subconscious association, he

remarks that Aalto' s architecture is connected with a general sense of time and place

rather than with any specific style or place. Consequently, it becomes possible to

experience "an unexplainable sense of rootedness and Finnishness in Aalto's designs".

(Pallasmaa 1988, p.5) A deep commitment to the topography and climate of the building

site, tectonic sensitivity, use of local materials such as timber and brick with intricate

detailing and craftsmanship and abstract spatial references to national traditions and

myths; may be mentioned as some components of this "Finnishness" that Pallasmaa finds

difficult to explain. These qualities can be observed more explicitly in the post-war works

of Aalto such as Saynatsolo Town Hall (1949-1952) (Fig. 3.1), Helsinki University of

Technology (1949-1966) (Fig.3.2), Vuoksenniska Church (1956-1959) (Fig.3.3), and

Rovaniemi Public Library (1963-1968).

Figure 3. 1 Synatsalo Town Hall by Alvar Aalto built between
1949-1952. (Arredamento MimarlIk, 100+3)



Figure 3. 2 Helsinki University of Technology Main Lecture Hall
dated 1949-1966. (YapI204)

Among other significant works by Scandinavian architects, it is possible to mention the

Carl Christensen Factory in Aalborg (1957) (Fig. 3.4) by Danish Arne Jacobsen, where

the architect uses a polished stainless steel stack in front of solid brick walls,

experimenting with the reconciliation of industrialism and traditional craft. (Curtis 1996)

Danish architect Jorn Utzon, recognized primarily by his design for Sydney Opera House



(1957-1973), has designed other buildings where his Scandinavian identity can be more

explicitly observed. In the Kingo Houses Project (1956-1960), Utzon has used local brick

to construct the standardized L-shaped units with a small garden in the elbow. (Fig. 3.5)

Utzon makes use of these standard units in a variety of ways integral to the smooth-

sloped terrain in order to create a hierarchy between the privacy and publicity. (Curtis

1996)

Figure 3. 5 Kingo Houses Project dated 1956-1960, by Jom
Utzon. (Curtis 1996)

The studies of Ralph Erskine on formulating a modem architectural language appropriate

for the extreme climatic conditions of Northern countries can be mentioned as another

experimentation aiming to adapt the universal and rational principles of modem

architecture in response to the physical, social and spatial requirements of a specific

region. Erskine's sketches illustrating the architectral devices and urban solutions that

provide protection from cold climates have first been presented in the 1959 Team 10

meeting in Otterlo, and drawn attention to the need to resist the formal standardization of

"International Style". (Fig. 3.6) According to Collymore, Erskine's architecture is "... the

antithesis of that common twentieth century kind where the same building is erected



world-wide and the different climates held at bay by expensive energy-guzzling

machinery". (Collymore 1994, p.31)

Figure 3. 6 Sketches on various town sections in cold climates by
Ralph Erskine. (Collymore 1994)

While an influential version of modem regionalism emerged from the productive collision

of modem architecture with Scandinavian traditions, another form of locally sensitive

modernism developed as an extension of the Mediterranean culture of architecture. The

integration of collective memory, local landscape and traditional culture with

international modem language was achieved especially within the Catalan school. The

rich architectural accumulation of Barcelona was a composition of the expressionist

heritage of Miro and Gaudi as well as the vernacular architecture of the Mediterranean

coast. This accumulation offered the potentiality for the formulation of a poetic and

humane form of modem architecture, which would be a viable alternative for the

"International Style".

In an essay dated 1951, Catalan architect Oriel Bohigas has drawn attention to the

possibility of formulating an authentic modem architectural language for Barcelona.

According to Curtis; Bohigas suggested "reinterpreting regional means for handling the

climate, reconsidering generic urban types, and extending Catalan craft and construction

conventions based upon the use of ceramic and brick. " (Curtis 1996, p.486) As typical

examples of Catalan modernist architecture during the postwar period, it is possible to

mention the works of lose Antonio Coderch, Oriel Bohigas and the later works of losep

Luis Sert. The abstract and deep consciousness of Mediterranean architectural tradition



was not limited to Barcelona. This culturally enriched and revised form of modernism,

which was based on the sensitivity to genius loci, has been influential in the works of a

variety of architects from Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece. Among the wide range of

works that emerge from the cultural dynamics of the late 1950s, it is possible to mention

the La Barceloneta Apartment Building (1951) by Catalan architect Jose Antonio Coderch

(Fig. 3.7) and Boa Nova Restaurant (1958) by Portuguese architect Alvaro Siza. (Fig.3.8)

Figure 3. 7 La Barceloneta Apartment
Building dated 1951 by Jose Antonio
Coderch. (Curtis 199fi)

Figure 3. 8 Boa Nova Restaurant dated 1958 by Alvaro Siza.
(Arredamento MimarlLk 100+ 1)



Due to the abstractness of the level of reference to local culture, the works mentioned

above do not share a common formal language. In this respect, it is not possible to

formulate a stylistic description for the regionalist approach within modem architecture,

which has been inspired by the urge to preserve diversity and authenticity within a

rationalistic architectural language. In this respect, modem regionalist approach of the

mid-century should be evaluated as a critical and refined modernist design attitude rather

thanan architectural style with a constant formal language.

3.2.2. CROSS CULTURAL ENCOUNTERS: REGIONALISM IN NON-WESTERN

ARCHITECTURE

Up to this point, this study has focused on the cultural and local diversities that have been

formulated within the mainstream architectural discourse of Europe and the United States,

and their formulation as regionalism. However, the architectural discourse and practice of

the non-Western world, which generates from the cross-cultural encounter of West and

non-West, constitutes an essential part of the regionalist doctrine in contemporary

architecture. Consequently, a study of regionalist architectural positions of the 20th

century cannot remain indifferent to the architectural practice that evolved outside

Western architecture.

Until the mid 20th century, mainstream historians and critics have remained ignorant to

the different dynamics beyond the evolution of the built environment in the non-Western

world. The history writers of the central architectural discourses have tended to overlook

two significant phenomena in formulating the evolution of world architecture. As

Rudofsky remarks, the first one is the geographical separation that can readily be

observed in Western architectural history, which has been limited to a few select cultures

that have developed in a small part of the globe - Europe, stretches of Egypt and

Anatolia. The second aspect of the built environment that has been ignored is the informal

practice, which has been the more dominant and influential form of building production.

Focusing on the art of building, Western history writers have only recorded the

architectural history of monuments, producing "an anthology of buildings by, and for the

privileged". (Rudofsky, 1964)

This self-imposed limitation has not been questioned and resolved until the second half of

the 20th century. Especially after the rise of industrialization during the 18th century, the
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mainstream viewpoint of non-Western practice was founded on the definition of a

monolithic and inferior other, formulated as part ofthe colonial ideologies. In the mind of

the Western historian, the non-West was conceptualized as a secondary source for the

production of culture, knowledge and scholarship. (Khosla 1983) In the few cases where

non- Western architectural practice has been mentioned, for instance in Sir Banister

Fletcher's chronological history of world architecture, it has been emphasized that it is an

exceptional other that has no contribution to the evolution of world architecture. Fletcher

entitles the Eastern styles as grotesque and non-historical, mentioning the excessive use

of non-functional ornament as an evidence of non-historical evolution. Within the

Western culture of 19th century, the conceptualization of East was based on the artificial

and misleading construction of orient that was consciously formulated as the ultimate

opposite of rational civilization:

"A monolithic non-West is either de-privileged as irrational and pre-modern, or

privileged as the embodiment of values that are lost to the 'enlightened' West. .. An

ethnographic interest in the non-West may expand the given boundaries of

knowledge but does not transform it. While regionalist positions are critical of the

conventional hierarchies that privilege the modern over the traditional and the

international over the local, their interest lies more in finding a reconciliatory

middle term than in questioning the very systems of privilege." (Nalbantoglu and

Thai 1997, p.8)

As remarked by Nalbantoglu and Thai, the artificial construction that focused on the

difference of non-Western culture presents only an over-simplified picture of the complex

and multi-layered situation. In order to understand the actual dynamics that distinguish

non- Western culture from the Western culture, it is necessary to briefly overview the

bipolar construct of East-West in terns of the general systems of thought.

The cultural separation between universal and particular, modern and traditional,

civilization and culture; rooted in Renaissance and Enlightenment constitutes the major

difference between Eastern and Western worldviews. While Western culture tends to

perceive and define the world in terms of opposing concepts, the Eastern worldview is

based on the awareness of the unity and mutual interrelation of all events, perceiving the
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world as a basic oneness and cosmic whole. Fritijof Capra remarks that people are not

aware of this unity in ordinary life and they divide the world into separate objects and

events, as an abstraction that facilitates coping with the everyday environment. The

bipolar constructs such as good and bad, beautiful and ugly, new and old are perceived as

opposing categories to choose from in the Western worldview. However the Eastern

conception of the world interprets these dual constructs as polar aspects of the same

reality, being aware that the meaning of each term is defined relative to its opposite. (Abel

1997)

This fundamental difference between Western and Eastern cultures can be observed most

explicitly in their differing approaches to the interrelations of man and nature. Since

antiquity, Western worldview tends to introduce the human being as the center of the

universe. Man, who is superior to other living things with his capability of thinking, has

the ability to transform nature to his will and dominate it. Consequently, rationality has

been praised in the Western culture throughout history. Different from the Western

culture that focuses on the concept of man against and in struggle with nature, the Eastern

culture emphasizes the mutual interdependence and harmony of nature and man. Human

beings and nature are conceived as parts of the same universal whole and man, who

believes in the continuous cycle of the universe, does not position himself against nature.

(~evik 1999) This differing approach to nature and natural phenomena is most evidently

observed in the formation of the built environments of the two distinct cultures. Based on

man's ability to think and transform nature, the man-made environment has always been

held superior to natural environment in Western architecture and planning.

When interpreted for the case of 19th century Western culture, the fundamentals of non-

Western worldview challenge the oppositions between universal and local, modern and

traditional, aesthetic and utilitarian, culture and civilization. Does the creation of

universal necessarily involve the rejection of local values? Is aesthetics truly a threat

against functionality, and should concerns for beauty be consciously avoided in the

utilitarian? In the Eastern worldview, these bipolar constructs of Western thought are not

conceived as opposing poles, but rather as complementary concepts that coexist in the

cosmic whole.



Non- Western architecture has drawn the attention of mainstream critics, only after it

start~d to interact with the universal Western culture during the second half of 20th

century, mainly through colonization. By the 1950s, rational thinking and technological

progress became an essential and irrefutable part of the universal culture influential in all

parts of the world. In the field of architecture, this universal culture was manifested

through the worldwide diffusion of modem architecture by cross cultural encounters.

While an architectural practice inspired by regional and local sensitivity evolved in

peripheral Europe as a critical version of modem architecture; collisions of modem and

traditional, new and old, Eastern and Western have given rise to a more resistant

architectural practice in the non-Western world; whose architectural production was

dominated by traditional and vernacular modes of building, inherited social patterns,

myths and religious motifs. Since modem architecture was a product of the industrialized

Western culture and the consequence of a long-term evolution process rooted in

Renaissance, its assimilation has been problematic in non-Western societies that were

expected to adopt this external and foreign impact within the course of a single

generation. In these societies that had no alternative of escaping from modernization and

industrial culture, regionalism has been perceived as a reconciliatory means of

assimilating modem architecture as well as resisting its standardizing impacts. This is

why a cultural and regional sensitivity towards architecture is observed in the periphery

rather than the center of architectural theory.

However, it should be noted that these diverse cultural languages cannot be gathered

under a common, monolithic non-West. Consequently, it is possible to observe a variety

of architectural responses that generate from the common urge of marginal cultures to

resist centralization through a regionally cultivated architecture.

The architectural practice in South America, which has been shaped by the productive

collision of universal modem architecture with local building traditions; has been one of

the most significant remote contributions to mainstream modernism. It is possible to say

that South American modernist tradition and the International Style represent the opposite

sides of the modernist coin. As a romantic, intuitive, humanist, poetic, but still modernist

alternative against International Style that governed the mainstream architectural



production during the mid-century, South American modernism has constituted a reliable

model in the formulation of a more critical approach to modem architecture. South

American tradition has initially been recognized in mainstream architecture by the

practice of the Brasilian architect Oscar Niemeyer, who is known especially with the

planning project of Brasilia and his collaboration with Le Corbusier on the United

Nations Headquarters project in New York. The buildings of Oscar Niemeyer have

introduced mannerist expression into modernist architecture formally limited by the

international style during the 1950s. (Fig. 3.9, 3.10 & 3.11)

Figure 3.9 Restaurant at Pamphulpa,
Brazil dated 1943, by Oscar Niemeyer.
(Curtis 1996)

Figure 3.10 Axonometric drawing of Church of St.
Francis of Assisi at Pamphulpa, Brazil by Oscar
Niemeyer, dated 1943. (Underwood 1994)

Although Niemeyer's architecture does not make explicit references to regionalism, his

inspiration from the local physical and cultural conditions can be observed especially in

his early works in the 1940s. The architect himself accepts the influences his South

American roots upon his works as he says:

"1have always accepted and respected all other schools of architecture, from the

chill and elemental structures of Mies van der Rohe to the imagination and

delirium of Gaudi. I must design what pleases me in a way that is naturally linked

to my roots and the country of my origin. " (Niemeyer 1988)



Figure 3. 11 Church of St. Francis of Assisi by Oscar Niemeyer.
(Underwood 1994)

However, it is possible to observe closer and more explicit references towards local

factors and regional-vernacular modes of building among the modern architects of South

America. Mexico has been one of the most significant locations where the

homogenization of architecture has been resisted by the complex history and multi-

layered culture. The architecture of Luis Barragan can be mentioned as one of the initial

experimentations with a "Modern Mexican Architecture" generating from the collisions

of purity and simplicity of modernism with the spatial and tactile experience of traditional

architecture. Although critics tend to associate Barragan's use of massive walls and lively

colors with inspirations from Mexican vernacular architecture; it is not possible to

disregard the influences of his interest in the native architecture of North Africa and the

Mediterranean:

"The lessons to be learned from the unassuming architecture of the village and

provincial towns of my country have been a permanent source of inspiration.

Such, for instance, the whitewashed walls; the peace to be found in patios and

orchards; the colorful streets; the humble majesty of the village squares

surrounded by shady open corridors. And as there is a deep historical link

between these teachings and those of the North African and Moroccan Villages,

they too have enriched my perception of beauty in architectural simplicity."

(Barragan 1980)

The tectonic and experiential qualities of Barragan's buildings refuse to be fully

explained as a consequence of the reconciliation of modern architecture with the Mexican



vernacular tradition. (Fig. 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 & 3.15) His works should be evaluated as the

products of his individual sensitivity towards landscape, texture, color and light and his

ability to design the spatial experience of "silent joy and serenity" inspired by mythical

and religious values. In this respect, it should be noted that Barragan seeks regionality in

experiential rather than formal and figurative references to traditional modes of building,

and prefers a minimalist simplicity rather than an intensity of cultural expression.

(Ulguray 1999)

Figure 3. 12 Chapel in Mexico dated
1952-1955 by Barragan (Arredamento
Mimarhk 100+ 11)

Figure 3.13 Interior view from the same chapel.
(Arredamento Mimarhk 100+ II)

Figure 3. 14 View from San Christobal
Riding Stables (1964)
(www.pritzkerprize.com/ba rraga n)

Figure 3.15 View from Las Arboledas
settlement (1959) (Curtis 1996)

http://www.pritzkerprize.com/ba


The architectural concepts introduced by Barragan have greatly influenced Mexican

architects of the following generations. Ricardo Legorreta is a representative of the

significant recent attempts towards Modern Mexican Architecture. The most important

characteristic that distinguishes Legorreta's works from Barragan's buildings is their

urban scale. Like Barragan, walls of colored planes, tactile surface treatment, light and

water become architectural tools that make distant refer to tradition. However, different

from Barragan's practice that has remained limited to small scale projects such as private

dwellings and small public gardens; Legorreta has experimented with this Modern

Mexican rhetoric in large scale building complexes that ranged from hotels and public

libraries to office buildings and factories. (Fig. 3.16 & 3.17)

Figure 3. 17 University of Santa Fe Visual Arts Center, New
Mexico, 1998 by Ricardo Legorreta. (Arredamento Mimarlzk
2000/00)



Although, the viability of vernacular inspirations at such an urban scale can be

questioned; it is not possible to reject the both modern and traditional look of Legorreta's

buildings. With the massive solid surfaces treated with intense color and texture, the play

with light and shade and the tectonic refinement; "Legorreta's works raise issues both

about Mexico and about matters that transcend Mexico." According to Attoe, Legorreta

accomplishes this by avoiding the trap of assuming that modernity and tradition are

antithetical. (Attoe )

The architectural practice of the Sri Lankan architect Geoffrey Bawa can be evaluated as

another decentralizing alternative within modem architecture. The architectural language

of Geoffrey Bawa is strongly bonded to the local history and geography of Sri Lanka. The

character of the natural terrain, vegetation, the potential vistas of landscape, light and

shade and climatic conditions are the major factors that influence Bawa's buildings. As

Brian Brace Taylor evaluates the architect's own residence at Lunuganga gardens, he

defines Bawa's architecture as "an architecture in and of the landscape". The same

sensitivity to landscape can be observed in the house that Bawa designed for A.S.H. de

Silva in 1960, and the architect's own studio in Colombo dated 1963. (Fig. 3.18). While

the plan of the building recalls Mies' brick country house plan layout; the planted central

court with fountain and pool is inspired by the traditional tropical architecture of the

region. The building also exhibits a significant reference to topography, with the single

extended roof that is parallel to the slope. Bawa's sensitivity to the site and topography is

not limited to his dwelling designs, and can also be observed in the larger scale project of

Ruhunu University. (Fig.3.19)

Figure 3.18 View from Bawa's own Studio in Colombo, 1963. (Curtis
1996)



Figure 3. 19 Ruhunu University by Geoffrey Bawa, 1985.
(Arredamento Dekorasyon 38)

Although majority of the articles on Bawa's architecture tend to focus on its inspirations

from local vernacular building, it should be remarked that interior courtyards, colonnaded

passageways and clay-tile roofs are influenced by a variety of sources; some local, some

from distant cultures and times. Bawa formulates his practice within the autonomous

sphere of architecture, with formal, spatial and experiential qualities of the buildings as

his major concerns. The architect consciously refrains from taking over the idealist

modernist mission to improve the living standards of the society. In this respect, Bawa

has been accused by many critics for serving the postcolonial interests of the high-income

bourgeoisie and not paying attention to the development programs of the third world.

However, rather than a political and idealist statement, Bawa's architecture should be

evaluated as an experimentation with the experiential and sensational qualities of space.

The concepts underlying regionalist architecture are much more political and ideological

in the developing world, with a strong emphasis on the preservation of an idealized

national and cultural identity. The collisions of old and new, traditional and modem,

universal and local have given rise to a cultural shock, which has become observable in

the formation of the built environment. In Asia and Africa, where societies had to cope

with political and social contradictions caused by colonization, and the traditional culture

was dominated by unchangeable motifs of religion or mythology; the preservation of

cultural and national identity has become one of the major concerns of the architect. The

architectural practice in these peripheral locations has been classified as regionalist by the
61



mainstream discourse although it is more complex, ideological and reactionary than the

Western regionalism.

Kamil Khan Mumtaz draws attention to this difference in attitude as he remarks that

regionalism is not an issue in Europe and North America for the same reason that it is an

issue in Asia or Africa. According to Mumtaz, modern architecture, which has been

formulated in Europe and inspired by the materialist philosophies and scientific theories

of Darwin, Marx and Freud, belongs to the European, and by extension North American

tradition. (Mumtaz Khan 1985) Consequently, the study of regionalism in the non-

Western world requires a redefinition of the term according to the specific dynamics

different from the Eurocentric Western philosophical tradition. Within the mainstream

architecture that evolved in Europe and the USA, the concerns of regionalism and

sensitivity to local conditions have remained within vocabulary of architecture. Western

regionalism deals with issues like spatial quality, climate and topography, which remain

within the conventional scope of architecture. However, in the developing world, the

sensitivity to local conditions has more critical and complex concerns on social,

economical and cultural issues.

The architectural theory and practice in the developing world can be evaluated as a blend

of varying concepts and frames of reference, which are in a mutual and symbiotic

relationship. The concepts and references that shape the architecture in the developing

world can be briefly examined in three steps:

• Living patterns and their reflection on the built environment: In the developing

world, it is still possible to observe the unindustrialized social life governed by

religious rules and traditions. The ways that people live, interact and work are

fundamentally different from the modern industrial society. The built environment

has been organicly shaped through centuries, according to these behavioural

patterns. Consequently, any architectural language formulated in the developing

world cannot ignore or override these living traditions.

• Feasibility, energy efficiency and appropriate technology: Majority of the

societies referred to as the developing world, are located in geographies of



extreme climatic conditions. Furthermore, almost all are struggling with financial

constraints and the population increasing beyond the sustainable level, leading to

high rates of poverty. A considerable percentage of the population lives in

unhygienic and poor conditions in slums. In this respect, architectural discourses

of the developing world often exhibit an idealist social consciousness to improve

the living conditions of the society. This will involves economic and passive

means of achieving climatic comfort and the use of local materials and

workmanship in construction. Since economy is a major constraint in the

developing world, this deep level of consciousness towards local factors becomes

a vital and essential characteristic of all building activity.

• The urge for symbolic expression: Different from the modern industrial society,

the culture of the developing societies is governed by unchangeable and unflexible

mythical and religious values. It is possible to say that the formal languages of

both monumental and vernacular architecture are unhistorical: They do not change

or evolve over time, but only adapt to cross-cultural encounters. In this respect, it

is not easy for an architect of the developing world, to adopt the tabula rasa

approach. Thus, contemporary architectural theory and practice in the developing

world also involves a reconsideration of Islamic archetypes and their adaptation to

new construction technics and building types.

Although the architectural practice in the developing world generates from these common

concerns, it would be misleading to expect a monolithic formulation of regionalism in the

developing world. The approaches of architects are highly individualistic, and all exhibit

distinct characteristics.

The practice and discourse of Hassan Fathy can be mentioned as probably the most

significant and radical architectural manifestation that has been formulated in the

developing world. Similar to all architectural practice in the third world, it is a

problematic and difficult task to evaluate, question and challenge the architecture of Fathy

within the critical norms of Western architecture. His practice, which belongs to a totally

different cultural language, cannot be evaluated modern, postmodern, revivalist,

eclecticist, historicist or nationalist. The most interesting characteristic that distinguishes



the architecture of Fathy is that his conceptual framework does not generate from the

tension between universal and particular. Rather than formulating a reconciliatory middle

position between modernity and tradition through architecture, Fathy tries to achieve the

continuum of the rural Egyptian tradition of building. Oriented towards discovering the

statical, unchangeable and timeless historical values in traditional modes of building, the

works of Fathy express no concern to transform the world in favor of a better new. In this

respect, his works can be evaluated as anachronic, where the criteria that distinguish

historical works of architecture from contemporary products are simply not valid.

(Tanyeli 2000)

Fathy believed in the timeless continuity of the vernacular building tradition in harmony

with the social, spatial and climatic needs of the users. He made use of the spatial motifs

and traditional building methods used in vernacular Egyptian Architecture for centuries,

and tried to draw attention to their viability for responding to the contemporary

requirements of the users. In this respect, his architectural discourse has received attention

from the Western academic circles during the late 20th century, for its success in

demonstrating the value that traditional architecture can have in improving the housing

and living environments of the poor of the Third World. His approach also presented an

alternative and generative form of resistance against the homogenizing effects of

international architectural movements, which were foreign and difficult to assimilate for

the Egyptian society:

" ...we are witnesing a change that is now forcing a complete rupture with the

past; every concept and every value has been reversed. For house design in the

Middle East, the introverted plan wherein family life looked into the courtyard

was changed to a plan with family life looking out upon the street. The cool, clean

air, the serenity and reverence of the courtyard were shed, and the street was

embraced with its heat, dust and noise. Also, the 'qa 'a' was supplanted by the

ordinary salon, and all such delights as the fountain, the 'salsabil', and the

'malqaf' were discarded in the name of progress and modernity. " (Fathy 1986,

p.xx)



The mam objective of Hassan Fathy was to introduce the architects' know-how and

design expertise into the anonymous process that dominated the building production in

Egypt. He cherished the traditional mud-brick construction technics and the vernacular art

of building in the Egyptian society. (Fig. 3.20 & 3.21) (Ozkan 1984) The actual success

of Fathy' s architecture lies in his sensitivity towards the social and economic problems of

his country, and the idealist role he overtakes to heal the living conditions of the poor

through architecture. This urge is basically similar to the idealist tradition of early modem

architecture, and shares the worldwide social utopias of the 1960s and 1970s that aimed to

revive the social idealism of the early century. In this respect, the most significant works

of Fathy can be mentioned as his large-scale projects in New Gourna, Dakhla and Siwa.

Figure 3.20 The traditional vault
construction, which does not require
formwork. (Arredamento Dekorasyon
19)

Figure 3.21 Typical House from New Gouma
settlement. (Arredamento Dekorasyon 19)

The New Gourna Village project (Fig.3.21 & 3.22), which was introduced to the

mainstream architecture through the book Architecture for the Poor published in 1969,

was in fact designed and constructed during the 1930s. The project involved the design of

a better and healthier habitat for the villagers who lived in slums on an archaeological site

and made a living by illegal excavations of the antique tombs. Fathy's objectives could

not be achieved in New Gourna because the project was rejected by the assumed

inhabitants, whose distorted aspirations and understanding of contemporenaeity did not



match the environment that Fathy offered them. It is ironical that the architect who

fourided his practice on defining a suitable architecture for the poor, had to realize his

practice by the residences he built for the high-income group, who shared his aesthetic

concerns. (Fig. 3.23) However, Fathy's discourse is significant because it inspired many

social activity groups that focused on the built environment in the developing world

during the 1970s, such as Development Workshop, ADAUA and CRATerre. (Ozkan 2000)

Figure 3. 22 General view of New Gourna settlement built in the
193 Os (Arredamento Dekorasyon 19)

Figure 3. 23 Fuad Riyad House in Cairo (1967) (Arredamento
Dekorasyon 19)

In his practice, Hassan Fathy has consciously refrained from making use of the technical

tools and language of modem architecture. Throughout the 20th century, numerous non-

Western architects followed the formal principles of Fathy. Although it is almost

impossible to tell the formal difference between the works of Fathy and his followers, it

would not be wrong to claim that Fathy's conservatism is unique in terms of the

consistency of the architectural products and their underlying concepts.



However, not all non-Western architects have taken such a conservatist attitude towards

modernization and the Western influences. By the mid 1950s, it had become evident that

it was impossible and pointless to escape from modernization and technological progress.

Consequently, many non-Western architects, especially those educated in the Western

tradition, sought an alternative architectural position generating from the collision of

modernity with tradition. Southeast Asia has been the main location where such an

architectural approach has been most explicitly observed. This is not surprising,

considering the decades of British domination over India and the cross-cultural effects of

colonial culture.

Another significant Western influence upon Indian architecture has been the architectural

practices of the modernist masters like Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn in India immediately

after independence of the colonies during the late 1940s. As seminal works of

architecture, Le Corbusier's Chandigarh (Fig. 3.24, 3.25) and Louis Kahn's Parliament

Building in Dacca (Fig. 3.26, 3.27) have been influential in introducing the language of

modem architecture.

Figure 3. 24 The High Court in Chandigarh by Le Corbusier, dated
1951-1955. (Curtis 1986)

Figure 3. 25 The High Court as seen from the Parliament,
Chandigarh. (Curtis 1986)



Figure 3. 26 National Assembly Building in Dacca by Louis Kahn,
1962-1975. (Curtis 1996)

Figure 3. 27 Plan of the Dacca National Assembly Building (Curtis
1996)

The earliest and most significant figure in Modem Indian architecture has been Charles

Correa, who has studied architecture in the USA and worked with Le Corbusier on

Chandigarh during his first years in profession. Correa's architectural discourse focused

on resolving the discussion on identity experienced in India during the modernization

process after independence. The public urge to preserve an idealized Indian identity

dominated all modes of cultural expression during the 1950s. Within this atmosphere,



Charles Correa's practice was one of the initial examples that generated from the

collisions of modem industrial culture with the traditions of India. Correa remarked that

"architecture based on the superficial transfer of images from another culture or age"

could not possibly survive. Rather than the romanticist recovery of an idealized essence

through the use of historical forms, Correa aimed to define an architectural approach that

generated from the transformation of these historical images,. by rediscovering anew the

social patterns and mythic beliefs underlying the symbolic codes.

"We live in countries of great cultural heritage. Countries which wear their past

as easily as a woman drapes her sari. But in understanding and using this past, let

us never forget the actual living conditions of many of the peoples of Asia, and

their desparate struggle to shape a better future. Only a decadent architecture

looks obsessively backward ('1have seen the past, and it works '). At its most vital,

architecture is an agent of change; to invent tomorrow: that is its finest function. "

Through his practice, Correa drew attention to the timeless values that made up the Indian

identity in architecture, focusing on the sensitivity of traditional modes of building

towards living patterns, climatic conditions and energy efficiency. For instance, beyod

formal concerns; the courtyard serves to achieve the desired quality of light and the

ambience of moving air in desert climate: experiential qualities that Correa defines as the

real essence ofIndian architecture. A significant example of Correa's practice is Jawahar

Kala Kendra, a museum and arts center in Jaipur. As an interpretation of the universal

nine-square plan scheme that also refers to the traditional mandala scheme of Hindu

Temples, the building is organized around a central courtyard. According to Prakash, the

project involves a double coding: While its plan and formal characteristics are "oversized,

up for display, and easily readable, with a simple message" like Venturi's billboards; it is

also possible to trace a more complex narrative that makes distant references to urban

scheme of the traditional enclosed-wall cities ofIndia. (Fig. 3.28 & 3.29)



Figure 3.28 Jawahar Kala Kandra, view from the entrance
towards the inner courtyard. (Correa 1996)

Figure 3.29 The plan of Jawahar Kala Kandra inspired by the
9-square mandala (Prakash 1997)

Figure 3.30 Kanchanjunga
Apartments,Bombay. (Correa
199(1)

Different from Fathy whose practice has remained limited to the scale of vernacular

building production and often single family houses; Charles Correa has also experimented

with building types introduced by modern architecture. The Kanchanjunga Apartments

project in Bombay can be evaluated as an adaptation of the modern high-rise apartment

for the local conditions of Bombay. The building is a solid perforated at different levels

by corner terrace balconies that permit cross ventilation, and views of the Arabian Sea

and Bombay Harbor. In this building, Correa challenges the spatial restrictions of the



high-rise housing block, providing each individual unit with microclimatic terraces open

to the sky. (Fig. 3.30)

A more recent project, which has received the Aga Khan Award in 1996-1998 period is

Vidhan Bhavan, the new state assembly building of Madhya Pradesh, located on a hillside

in Bhopal. (Fig. 3.31) Inspired by the contours of the hill, Correa has preferred to arrange

the plan of the building and the interior gardens and courtyards within an almost

continuous circular exterior wall that is parallel to the contours. The diverse functional

elements of the building are linked by two symmetrical architectural axes that intersect at

the center of the circle and extend to the edges of the site to open into panoramic views of

the surrounding city. Conceived as a city within a city, the project makes use of traditional

elements like the gateways, enclosures, small domes, local red stone as well as handmade

ceramic tiles and mural paintings by local artists. As commended by the jury of AKAA

Seventh Cycle, Correa has achieved " ... the creation of an ensemble that provides a wide

range of spatial experiences as one moves through the complex". (http://www.akaa.org)

Figure 3.31 Model of Vidhan Bhavan State Assembly Building.
(http://www.akdn.org/agency/akaalseventhcycle/photo54_3017.html)

Balkrishna Doshi can be mentioned as another significant Indian architect who has played

an important role in humanising modern architecture and adapting it to the social, cultural

and physical conditions of India.Having worked with Le Corbusier and Louis Kahn

during the 1950s, Doshi has been deeply influenced by the spatial expression and tectonic

qualities of the works of the two masters. Especially in the early works of Balkrishna

Doshi, it is possible to observe an explicit influence of Louis Kahn. Like Correa, Doshi

believed in the decentralizing essence of modern architecture, which could not be limited



to any formal or stylistic description. In this respect, Correa and Doshi have sought an

authentic Indian modernism in architecture through the reconciliation of the formal,

spatial and symbolic characteristics of local architecture with the principles of

modernism. However, although the architectural approaches of Correa and Doshi are

parallel in terms of their conceptual frameworks, the formal language used by Doshi is

more abstract than Correa. (Fig. 3.32)

Figure 3.32 The Indian Institute in Bangalore dated 1977-1985, by
Balkrishna Doshi. (Arredamento Mimarllk 100+4)

Sangath, Balkhrishna Doshi's own studio complex in Ahmedabad is one of the most

significant works of the architect. (Fig. 3.33 & 3.34) Apart from the design studio, the

complex was also aimed to host workshops and seminars, as well as the central offices of

Vastu-Shilpa Foundation. Parallel to the complex program of the Sangath, Doshi has

dynamic1y articulated the spatial experience by playing with the section and achieving

various qualities of natural lighting.

Figure 3. 33 Sketch of the section of ofice vaults in Sangath.
(Arredamento Mimarlzk 100+4)



Figure 3. 34 Sangath, Balkrishna Doshi's own Studio Complex in
Ahmedabad. (Arredamento MimarlIk 100+4)

The Aranya low-cost Housing Settlement Project in Indore constructed in 1983 (Fig 3.35)

constitutes a different but outstanding step in Doshi's practice. As a typical characteristic

of almost all architects of the developing world, Doshi also had concerns for improving

the living environment of the poor. Aiming to serve those who could not afford being

consulted by an architect, Doshi established the Vastu-Shilpa Foundation, which is one of

the leading institutions supporting research and design on low-cost and participatory

housing for the developing world.

Figure 3. 35 Inhabitants of Aranya are free
to make the desired changes in their own
houses. (Arredamento Mimarltk 100+4)



The architecture of Rifat Chadirji can be mentioned as a different architectural approach

that derives from the discussion on cultural identity, which is a typical characteristic of

the architecture in the developing world. Chadirji, who defines his objective as " ... to

synthesize concepts gleaned from the international avant-garde with abstract forms

derived from tradition", focuses especially on the abstraction of historical forms

associated with Iraq and Islamic architecture. Different from Fathy, Chadirji does not

believe in the continuity and viability of traditional, primitive and rural construction

methods and materials. He remarks that machine production has given the culture of

architecture a global dimension, and consequently, regionalism in architecture has lost its

idealist social role for improving the living conditions of the developing world. (Chadirji

1986) Chadirji's studies remain more limited to the autonomous discipline of architecture

and researches on form. This approach involves an adaptation of traditional forms to new

construction methods and building types demanded by the industrial society. Due to this

focus on intensive formal researches that include important projects such as Baghdad's

future townscape, the buildings of Chadirji can be best recognized by their two-

dimensional fayade organization. (Fig. 3.36) In this respect, the true success of Chadirji's

architecture is its level of abstraction that refrains from simplistic replicas.

Figure 3.36 Branch Office of Rafidain Bank in Baghdad, 1971.
(http://www .akdn.org/akfed _2c.html/akaa/thirdcycle/photo 74_3016
.html)



With the Aga Khan Award he has received in 1995, and the first prize in Qatar Islamic

Arts Museum Competition in 1997 (Fig. 3.37); Jordanian architect Rasem Badran has

been recognized as a significant member of the younger generation of third-world

architects. Educated in the modernist tradition in Darmstadt, Badran makes use of

industrial construction technics and reinforced concrete and displays the typical German

sensitivity towards detailing. His architectural approach involves a sensitivity towards the

spatial and urban characteristics of the environment. Although this sensitivity is based on

the continuity of traditions, Badran refrains from rejecting the requirements and demands

of modem life. As a challenge against the building regulations that disregard the social

and cultural influences behind the dwelling architecture, his early works focus on

researches on the interrelations of open, semi-open and closed spaces in private houses. In

search for a house scheme suitable for the traditional life-style of the typical Arabian

family, Badran has proposed a series of closed spaces joined and separated by central and

peripheral courtyards that provide a comfortable microclimate and the desired levels of

Figure 3.37 Badran's first prize winner project for Qatar Museum of
Islamic Arts Competition (1997) (Yapl 195)



In the later works, Badran has experimented with the traditional references at building

types of larger scale with his continuous sensitivity towards cultural, morphological,

symbolic, ecological and technological factors. The Rehabilitation Project for Riyadh

City Center that includes the Great Mosque (Fig. 3.38) and Hall of Justice is one of the

most significant works Badran. In the project awarded by Aga Khan, Badran has aimed to

recall the lost values and memories of the historical city center through abstract references

to historical forms ofIslamic architecture and the traditional spatial experience.

Figure 3.38 imam Tiirki bin Abdullah Mosque, Riyadh.
(Arredamento Mimarhk 100+ 16)

As previously mentioned in this study and observed through the examples studied above,

non- Western architectural practice is expected to respond to the inevitable discussion on

an idealized cultural identity. Consequently, the ideological claim to preserve or recover

identity has been the major concerns of many non-Western architects. This architectural

atmosphere governed by cultural politics has postponed the evolution of an independent

and autonomous discipline of architecture especially in the developing world.

Vikramaditya Prakash focuses on this point as he remarks:

"While discussing Western architects one can get away dealing with supposedly

universal architectural issues like aesthetics and technology, but it seems

necessary that in discussing the work of an architect from India, the issue of

identity be specifically raised in addition to, or in dialogue with, issues more

directly aesthetic or architectural. Architects of the West do not specifically make



Western buildings. Architects of the non-West are expected to. Even architects of

the West working in the non-West in one way or another find themselves obliged

to deal with the issue of non-Western identity." (Prakash 1997, p. 39)

A brief overview of non-Western buildings designed by Western architects provides an

interesting case study exhibiting the strong expectations for the expression identity

through architecture. Although the urge of Western architects to refer to non-Western

identity have often resulted in an over-simplified mimesis serving orientalist and colonial

expectations, it is possible to mention a few significant works that make use of the

modern architectural language and still succeed to offer viable responses to the issue of

identity. Chandigarh and Dacca Parliament Building designed during the first half of the

century have been followed by others during the second half of the 20th century. Among

the significant Western attempts to recover non-Western identity, it is possible to mention

the National Commercial Bank in Jeddah by Gordon Bunschaft (1983) (Fig. 3.39 & 3.40),

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Riyadh by Henning Larsen(1984) (Fig. 3.41) and

Kuwait National Assembly by Jorn Utzon (Fig. 3.42) (1972).

Figure 3. 39 National Commercial Bank in
Jeddah by Gordon Bunshaft, 1979.

Figure 3.40 Section of the National Commercial
Bank. (Curtis 1996)



Figure 3. 42 National Assembly Building in Kuwait by Jam Utzon,
dated 1972. (Curtis 1996)

3.3. FORMULATIONS OF REGIONALISM DURING THE LATE 20TH

CENTURY - CONCEPTS AND CONTRADICTIONS

The plurality and heterogeneity in architectural theory and practice during second half of

the 20th century can also be observed in the variety of approaches, concepts and end-

products that generate from the regionalist discourse. Establishing a critical viewpoint

against the international style, modernist critics have conceptualized regionalism as a

means to revitalize the liberative and de-centralizing attitude of the early modern

discourse. Paradoxically, regionalism has also served the objectives of the postmodern

and anti-modern architectural discourses; based on its potentiality for symbolism and

representation. As the image-based consumer culture dominated the world architecture

especially after 1980s, regional and local architectural references have remoted from their

generating concerns and used as the decontextualized components of formalist collages.

Similar to the variety of critical architectural discourses that have evolved in opposition to

the universalizing rationalism of modern architecture, post-modern plurality encountered



III the mainstream architectural practice has also focused on "the preservation of

difference" against homogenization. Ghirardo formulates this aspect of the postmodern

discdurse as she says:

"Where the forces of modernization in the early 20th century tended to obscure

local, regional and ethnic differences, Postmodernists focus precisely on those

differences and bring to the fore that which had been marginalized by dominant

cultures. " (Ghirardo 1996, p.8)

As also emphasized by Ghirardo, the major themes and sources of Postmodernism were

similar to those of the other discourses in opposition to the universalist themes of the

modem project. However, the difference and variety sought by postmodernism was very

different in essence from the way diversity was preserved by the modernist architects

mentioned before. This difference can be best observed in Robert Venturi's Complexity

and Contradiction in Architecture dated 1966, which has become the initiative theoretical

work in postmodern architectural discourse. In this book, Venturi has announced one of

the major manifestations of postmodern architecture that distinguished it from all

previous approaches including modem architecture. Focusing only on the formal

characteristics of architectural products, Venturi evaluated the buildings independent of

their social or economic imperatives. The postmodern discourse urged architects to pay

attention primarily to their aesthetic concerns. Supporting the autonomy of architecture

and its traditions, postmodernist critics suggested that the architect can best solve his

problems by narrowing his concerns and concentrating on his own job. (Abel 1991,

p.119) In this sense, the postmodern discourse aimed to achieve a hybrid and

heterogeneous architectural language through an arbitrary and individualist use of

symbols borrowed from varying sources, including local and regional forms. The

principles and methodology introduced by postmodern architecture was a strong threat

against the heroic tradition of modem architecture, and drew many reactions from

modernist critics.

over time from the late 1970s through the 1980s they abandoned any

aspirations for social change not just through form, but altogether. Concerns

about ecology or the appropriateness of building in geologically inappropiate



areas suffered even greater marginalization. Throughout Europe and the United

States, too many brash Postmodernist designs of the 1980s seemed to embody no

dreams beyond wealth and power. "

It is evident that this understanding also contradicts the regionally and locally sensitive

architecture sought by critical modernists. While modem regionalism aimed to formulate

an emerging humanistic culture of architecture based on responses to specific conditions

and actual realities, claims of regionality in postmodern architecture remained limited to

issues of style and symbolic representation. Although the postmodern architectural

discourse was formulated as an opposition towards the universalist claims of modem

architecture and its indifference to specific conditions, what the postmodern critics

offered as a solution was simply another form of universality ruled only by the personal

intuition and genius of the architect as the form giver. The main objective of the

movement was to free the architect from ethical, cultural and social concerns in the

determination of form. Chris Abel questions this aspect of the postmodern discourse as he

says:

"The irony is that while all these criticisms were aimed at liberating architecture,

in many respects the actual result has been the reverse. The past has been opened

up, but only at the cost of closing down the future. And while aesthetic barriers

may have been demolished, others have taken their place, leaving architects with

an increasingly circumscribed role as exterior decorators. " (Abel 1997, p.120)

Within postmodern plurality, regionalism has been practiced as an adaptation of local

signs and regional motifs borrowed from any historical time or location. As Charles

Jencks defines postmodern regionalism as an expression of place, he defines its objective

as "to create a sense of place by manipulating form in a highly individual, sometimes

idiosyncratic way. " The argument of postmodern architects who have made use of local

references is that particularity of expression gives identity and a sense of place is always

unique and often peculiar. (Jencks 1995, p. 312)

As also declared by Jencks, in postmodern architectural discourse, the preservation of

difference through regional references is mainly dependent on the individual preferences



of the architect rather than the specific conditions of a locality. Consequently, it is

difficult to determine the complexity of the underlying ideas, that oscillate between a

vernacular mimesis and a multi-layered concept of reference. As the more complex

examples of postmodern regionalism, Charles Jencks refers to specific works by different

architects including Frank Gehry (Fig. 3.35) and Charles Moore(Fig. 3.36). Since

individual preference is the major determinant for postmodern regionalism, this approach

has not become the consistent approach of any architect, and can only be observed in

single works.

This new culture of architecture, in which the role of the architect has been reduced to a

formal artist, dominates the mainstream architectural practice of post-1980s. Among

modernist critics and architects of the late century, the over-simplified picture of

regionalism presented in postmodern practice has lead to a rejection of architectural

regionalism, for being responsible of a chauvinistic nationalism and kitsch. Disturbed by

such a mimetic approach to the preservation of diversity, the critical modernist viewpoint

also generated more sophisticated formulations of regionalism during the early 1980s,

aiming to defend the viability of the concept as a critical paradigm within modern

architecture. (Nesbitt 1996)

The term critical regionalism has initially been used in 1981 by Alexander Tzonis and

Liane Lefaivre, in an article called The Grid and the Pathway: An Introduction to the

Work of Dimitris Susana Antonakakis published in Architecture in Greece. According to

Tzonis and Lefaivre, critical regionalism implies a "resistance against the appropriation

of a way of life and a bond of human relations by alien economic and power interests ".

(Tzonis & Lefaivre 1981, as quoted in Colquhoun 1997, p.18) This statement, -Marxist in

definition- is significant because it opposes the imposition of both the rational and the

consumer culture upon the society. In architectural terms, this corresponds the rejection of

both the induced functionalism of international style and the romantic and nostalgic

evocation of regional and national essence in postmodern formalism.

Although Tzonis and Lefaivre mention postwar regionalism as positive efforts against the

fake modernism of the international style, they remark that these efforts still do not make

postwar regionalism critical in the sense that they imply. As Tzonis and Lefaivre make
81



use of the term critical to define regionalism, they refer to the Critiques of Kant and the

Frankfurt School, including references to Habermas and Adorno. Kant has remarked that

critical works do not only question the actual world, but also challenge the legitimacy of

the possible worldviews that interpret it in the mind. According to Tzonis and Lefaivre;

this critical position can be achieved in architecture when a building is "self-reflective,

self-referential, when it contains, in addition to explicit statements, implicit

metastatements that make the beholder aware of the artificiality of her or his way of

looking at the world". In other words, "in addition to providing contrasting images to the

anomic, atopic, misanthropic ways of a large number of current mainstream projects

constructed world wide ", products of critical regionalism also "raise questions in the

mind of the viewer about the legitimacy of the very regionalist tradition to which they

belong. " (Tzonis & Lefaivre 1990)

In order to carry out this challenging function of critical regionalism, Tzonis and Lefaivre

offer the method of "defamiliarization", which originally is a literary concept. Previous

romantic and nostalgic approaches to regionalism made use offamiliarization; employing

symbolic regional elements, inserting them into new buildings to form familiar scenes and

thus arising a sense of sympathy in the observer. As a challenge towards this traditional

method of regionalism, Tzonis and Lefaivre have introduced the process of

defamiliarization:

" ... (Critical regionalism) selects these regional elements for their potential to act

as support, physical or conceptual, of human contact and community, what we

may call 'place-defining' elements, and incorporates them 'strangely' rather than

'familiarly' (. ..) makes them appear distant, hard to grasp, difficult, even

disturbing. (. ..) Through appropriately chosen poetic devices of defamiliarization,

critical regionalism makes the building appear to enter into an imagined dialogue

with the viewer. It sets up a process of hard cognitive negotiation in place of the

fantasized surrender that follows from familiarization and the seduction that

follows from overfamiliarization. " (Tzonis & Lefaivre 1990)

Although Tzonis and Lefaivre have presented a full theoretical formulation of critical

regionalism, they have strictly refrained from identifying any general principles of style



or physical design criteria for the concept. The main reason for this is that the critical

regionalist approach derives its form from its specific context. Consequently, Tzonis and

Lefaivre aim to define a formally liberative attitude modernist in essence, with

responsibility for context.

For an evaluation of critical regionalism with more reference to specific architects and

buildings, it is necessary to overview Kenneth Frampton's essays on the subject, which

constitute the most significant manifestations of the concept introduced by Tzonis and

Lefaivre. Frampton's essay Prospects for a Critical Regionalism, which first appeared in

Perspecta in 1983 has contributed to the diffusion of critical regionalism among

practitioners.

Critical Regionalism has been one of the major themes in the theoretical agenda of

Kenneth Frampton during the early 1980s. In the series of articles written during this

period, Frampton has established a critical viewpoint against stylistic formulations in

architecture, announcing his concerns about the problem of architecture perceived and

conceived as fashion or scenography. Against the negation of local identity and

expression, Frampton offers an authentic architecture based on an understanding of place

and tectonics. Similar to Tzonis and Lefaivre, Frampton's manifestation is also modernist

in essence and stands against the reduced formulation of modernism as a style. In another

essay of dated 1988, Frampton declares this aspect of critical regionalism:

" ... by Critical Regionalism I did not mean any kind of style, nor did I have in

mind some form of vernacular revival. Instead, I wished to employ the term to

allude to a hypothetical and real condition in which a local culture of architecture

is consciously evolved in express opposition to the domination of hegemonic

power. In my view, this is a theory of building which, while accepting the

potentially liberative role of modernization, resists being totally absorbed by

forms of optimized production and consumption." (Frampton 1988, p.54)

Framton begins Prospects for a Critical Regionalism with a paragraph quoted from

Ricoeur's Universalization and National Cultures mentioned before. The oppositional

structure of civilization and culture studied by Ricoeur constitutes the basis for



Frampton's formulation of Critical Regionalism. Although Frampton conceives universal

civilization as being inseparable from the long-term liberative aims of modernization, he

remains aware of the fragility of local culture and its tendency to resist universalization,

which often results in implicitly antithetical values. Frampton mentions his belief in the

resistant capacity of architecture, the potentiality of architecture to afford hybrid solutions

in which rationalized and industrialized production could be combined with local craft

practices. (Frampton 1988)

Different from Tzonis and Lefaivre, Frampton refers to more concrete architectural

criteria for achieving a critical regionalist outlook. For instance, he explicitly remarks his

belief in the architectural practice in the periphery rather than the mainstream practice in

the centers of cultural and communicational power. It is possible to observe that a multi-

layered architectural culture has more potentiality in resisting the universal civilization

and generating a more complex architectural language rooted in context and culture of

place; sensitive for topography, tectonics, spatial qualities rather than a sentimental

iconography. In Place-Form and Cultural Identity dated 1988, he explains these concerns

in oppositional constructs that he introduces as the jive points for an architecture of

resistance: (Frampton 1988, p.58)

• Space / Place: Similar to the concerns for the loss of spatial identity manifested in

previous discussions, critical regionalism also opposes the Megalopolitan

development, urban homogenization and indifference to physical and social

factors. In this oppositional construct, Place stands for a sensitivity towards the

existing urban fabric and local environment.

• Typology / Topography: Whether derived through rational and geometric methods

(i.e. Classical Revival) or generated from the real or mythical history of a

particular place (i.e. Gothic Revival); Typology is a static definition for form, and

is universally applicable without adaptation. In contrast, the idea of Topography

represents the sensitivity towards the specific values of a site - in Frampton's

understanding, not only the topography but also ecological and climatic factors.



• Architectonic / Scenographic: This pan of concepts refers to an old and

continuous architectural debate on whether construction or representation is the

primary concern in architecture. In practice, these two concepts were

complementary and had a symbiotic relationship. By this polarity, Frampton

challenges recent interruptions in this relationship and the tendency to reduce form

to images or to scenographic representations.

• Artificial/Natural: This duality has been formulated as a challenge against the

relationship of the artifact with nature, which was becoming increasingly remote

and abstract. While natural and environmental conditions originally were the

major determinants of architectural form, artificial methods of dealing with

environmental factors -air conditioning, artificial lighting, etc. - has diminished

diversity of form. In addition, these artificial methods have recently started to

threaten nature, through energy consumption and pollution. This discussion is

significant because it addresses the issue of ecology and sustainability, which have

recently become the major concerns in contemporary architecture.

• Visual/Tactile: Against the pnmacy of visuality that has dominated In

contemporary architectural trends, this duality offers an alternative means of

experiencing architecture. Tactile qualities in architecture are not limited to the

perception of materials, surfaces and details; and also imply factors such as air

movement, acoustics, ambient temperature, smell and many others that contribute

to our perception of space. (Frampton 1988, p.61)

The five bipolar constructs mentioned above basicly define a modernist resistance against

the remoteness of contemporary architectural form from its major determinants. The

reformulation of regionalism as a critical school in mainstream architectural discourse can

be evaluated as an effort to moralize architecture again, by focusing on the sensitivity

towards geography, landscape, environmental factors, materials, skills and cultural

patterns. The most significant characteristic of critical regionalism is that it does not offer

a stylistic description, and strictly refrains from crediting the works that make use of

explicit regional motifs. In this sense, the validity of the phrase has been questioned by

many critics for including all modernist architects with a sensitive concern for local



conditions. Charles Jencks has challenged Frampton's definition of the term, as he

remarked that "the phrase should rightfully have been critical revisionism, since it

referred more to those who used industrial materials with an aristocratic understatement

than to architects who might use any recognizably regional motifs". (Jencks 1995, p.l7)

3.3.3. EVALUATION - CHALLENGING THE VALIDITY OF REGIONALISM IN

GLOBAL CULTURE

Having studied the history of regionally cultivated architectural practice since early 19th

century, it is possible to repeat the general statement that all forms of regionalism have

evolved as manifestations for the preservation of difference against standardization and

homogenization. By meaning, the concept of regionalism is associated with a specific

locality, and regionalism can most simply be defined as an urge to preserve diversity and

difference through locally cultivated values. Throughout the last two decades, universal

culture and technology have threatened diversity more than they did during the postwar

period. The global culture of the 1990s owes its strenght to the technological progress in

mass communication and mobility, which have challenged the concepts of time and

distance - the concepts essential for the definition of a region.

Ironically, within this process of universalization that it resists, regionalism has started to

lose its previous viability and meaning. The major universalist threat against any regional

architecture during the 1990s has been the manifestations for an autonomous architecture,

which declare that the determinant of architectural form is nothing but the individual

preference of the architect. This viewpoint is a revolt against the moralization of

architecture in the modernist sense and proves disbelief in any social or cultural mission

of the architect. Alan Colquhoun questions the relevance of regionalism within these

conditions as he says:

"The concept of regionality depends on it being possible to correlate cultural

codes with geographical regions. It is based on a traditional system of

communication in which climate, geography, craft traditions, and religions are

absolutely determining. These determinants are rapidly disappearing and in large

parts of the world no longer exist. That being the case, how is 'value' established?

Whereas in earlier times value belonged to the world of necessity, it now belongs

to the world of freedom that Immanuel Kant foretold at the end of the 18th
86



century. Modern society is polyvalent - that is to say, its codes are generated

randomly from within a universal system of rationalization that, in itself, claims to

be 'value free "'. (Colquhoun 1997, p. 23)

Colquhoun accepts the disturbance caused by the abstract and homogenized

postindustrial culture. However, he questions the possibility of defining these doubts

adequately within the oppositional construct of universal versus local in contemporary

architecture. While the use of local materials, sensitivity to context, scale are the means of

representing the idea of an authentic, regional architecture; Colquhoun argues that the

architecture of regionalism can never be the "authentic thing" that it claims to revive,

but only its latter conceptualization. Consequently, a mimesis of forms is no longer

capable for ac hieving the authenticity sought by regionalism, and it only creates an

oversimplified picture of a complex cultural situation. (Colquhoun 1997, pp.16-18)

With similar concerns, the theory of regionalism adopted by the Modem Movement since

the 1930s had aimed to refrain from a romantic mimesis of local and traditional forms.

The modem regionalist viewpoint implied that the core or essence of regional

architectures could be recovered only by discovering the causal relations between forms,

their environment and the social conditions from which they generate. However,

acoording to Colquhoun, this more sensitive approach only generates a deeper level of

mimesis because in the current global situation; the social, cultural and physical

boundaries between regions is increasingly dissolving, and the architectural codes

associated with these regions have -to a great extent - lost their viability. Within this

critical outlook, only the architecture and planning practice in the developing world may

be an exception, mainly because it is in these parts of the world that the concepts of

region and nation still coincide with living cultural traditions that are resistant to

modernization.

Refraining from eclecticism, the more elaborate theory of Critical Regionalism handles

the subject at a more abstract level. By definition, critical regionalism includes the recent

modernist works that seek potentiality in the confrontations of the supposedly

oppositional constructs. As Pallasmaa draws attention to the evident danger of turning

modem regionalism into a sentimental provincialism, he remarks that the vital products of



art are always "born from an open confrontation between the universal and the unique,

the individual and the collective, the traditional and the revolutionary. " (Pallasmaa 1988,

p.30)

In spite of the numerous oppositions against the validity of regionalist architecture in

today's global culture, its basic principles are still considered viable for defining future

directions in architecture. In order to evaluate the relevance of the regionalism in

contemporary architectural discourse, it is necessary to examine the problems that

regionalism responds to in contemporary culture. During the late 1990s, it is possible to

observe a new critical outlook within the mainstream architectural discourse, and a shift

towards the formulation of a new ethics of architecture with more focus on ecology,

natural environment sustainable urban development and tectonic refinement. This new

definition in architectural ethics emphasizes the importance of solutions that grow from

places, establishing a focus on the architectural practices of the peripheral European

countries and the developing world. With this new call for idealism, humanity and

morality; architecture is expected to deal with inter-related issues on society, culture,

human values and natural environment at a global level. (Hagan) As discussed throughout

this chapter, this situation has a long history, and can be traced in Lewis Mumford's book

The Culture of Cities dated 1938, where Mumford announces the existence of a

biotechnic culture in its embryonic state, one that generates from the reconciliation of

humane values and technology. (Mumford 1938)

The most recent public announcement of this call for morality has been the 20th Congress

of UIA held in Beijing in 1999. The speeches by Wu Liangyong and Kenneth Frampton

have drawn attention to the complexity of the current situation and made remarks about

the inadequacy of contemporary architectural theories and their remoteness to the needs

and demands of specific societies. The Beijing Charter written by Wu asked architects to

"devote their lives to the pursuance of humanism, quality, capability and creativity; and

build up a better environment with the natural resources on this planet". (Wu, as quoted

by Davey 1999) Peter Davey, the current editor of Architectural Review has further

remarked that integration of environmental awareness into education, cultivation of

multiple technology rooted in indigenous cultures and the generation of regionally based

architectures constituted the key points of the Beijing Charter. (Davey 1999)



The speech of Frampton has supported the Beijing Charter and Wu's opposition towards

universalist megalopolitan development. Furthermore, parallel to his previous essays,

Frampton has favored place form rather than product form and preferred "buildings

generated more by their locus than production technics." (Davey 1999) Increasing

ecological sensitivity has found its architectural reflections as responsibility towards

environmental conditions. Due to its potentiality to offer sustainable solutions in

architecture and planning, regionally and locally cultivated architectural practice has

recently become a significant alternative direction for the mainstream architectural

agenda.



AN EVALUATION OF NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND

CONTEXTUAL TRENDS IN TURKISH ARCHITECTURE

As discussed in the previous chapters, the 20th century architectural discourses can be

studied in terms of an oscillation between the rational, universal, functional, standardized

and abstract language of modern architecture and the opposite stand that favors

complexity, intuition, contextuality and diversity. The sensitivity to local context, often

formulated as regionalism can be mentioned as one of the architectural approaches

aiming to preserve diversity within the increasingly abstract built environment of the post-

industrial society.

This cultural dichotomy between the universal and particular has also been influential on

the formulation of 20th century architectural discourses in Turkey; which have been

shaped by the struggle between these opposing poles. Although Republican Turkish

architecture has been influenced primarily by the simultaneous developments in central

architectural discourses, it still exhibits the characteristics typical to the architecture in the

peripheral countries and the developing world. Euro-centric mainstream cultures have

experienced modernism as a response to the series of transformations in the fields of

production, communication and consumption. In contrast, peripheral countries have been

integrated to the unescapable modernization process through "articulation to the

capitalist system by peripheralization ", which is a consequence of the colonizing politics

of the countries at the center; or by "realizing a political revolution" that introduces

modernization as a political objective of the state. (Sayar 1998, p.4) Considering the

Ottoman and Republican approaches towards modernization since late 19th century, it is

possible to mention that Turkish culture has experienced both models in the process of

modernization. In this respect, the evolution of modernism in Turkey belongs more to the

periphery than the center.

This characteristic of Turkish architecture becomes more evident through a study of the

various approaches and movements that have been influential throughout the 20th century



Turkish architecture. During the first decade of the Turkish Republic, when

modernization was introduced as a social and cultural objective by the state; this will to

modernize was accompanied by a strong ideal of constructing the "modem Turkish

identity." Consequently, the most significant concern of Turkish modernization has been

the possibility of reconciling universal and rational values with national culture. In many

occasions throughout the 20th century, the modernization process in Turkey has been

dominated by the sub-conscious tendency towards preserving national, regional and local

culture. As in other peripheral architectural discourses, regionalism has been the only

approach responding to the urge to preserve diversity, particularity and identity in Turkish

architecture.

It should be noted that regionalism is used here in the broad meanmg of the term,

representing the variety of architectural approaches and design methodologies that take

traditional, local and historical modes of building as sources of reference; in order to resist

the universalizing and homogenizing impacts of modernism. Within the evolution of 20th

century Turkish architecture, the regionalist approach has oscillated between different

ends such as an ideological nationalism, a romantic mimesis of historical forms or an

architectonic sensitivity to local environmental and social factors. In this respect, the

evolution of the architectural theory and practice of the Republican Turkey provides an

interesting case for the study of Regionalism. An overview of the typical characteristics of

20th century Turkish architecture is necessary in order to constitute a conceptual

framework for further evaluation of the dominance of the regionalist discourse in Turkish

architectural theory and practice.

4.1. MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF 20TH CENTURY TURKISH

ARCHITECTURE

Within the bipolar construct of center and periphery, Turkish culture has an unstable and

ambiguous position. Although Turkish culture has been greatly influenced by Western

impacts throughout the 20th century, it has never been able to override the tendency to

resist these external influences by the urge to preserve the authentic cultural values and

Turkish identity. Like in other peripheral cultures, modernization has been considered as

equivalent to Westernization in Turkey. This misconception has prohibited the adoption



of modernism in Turkey - it has either been strictly refused for being external; or praised

without question for the sake of being Western.

This dilemna in Turkish culture has inevitably affected the evolution of modem

architecture in Turkey. As tradition and modernity were conceptualized as opposites

rejecting one another, the Turkish architectural agenda oscillated between the two poles.

The existence of opposite poles was often accepted without questioning, and solutions

were sought through reconciliations such as "following the technological advances of the

West while preserving Turkish identity", which were far from being generative.

Considering the various architectural approaches that have been observed throughout 20th

century Turkish architecture, it is possible to realize two major characteristics that

generate from this basic dilemna.

4.1.1. STRONG INVOLVEMENT WITH IDEOLOGY AND THE CONCEPT OF

NATIONAL IDENTITY

The most significant characteristic of early Turkish Republican architecture, which can be

observed in all periods and varying approaches, has been its deep involvement with

cultural and political ideologies. Especially during the first half of the 20th century, the

three distinct architectural approaches have all emerged as extensions of political

ideologies. For instance, the First National Movement in architecture has evolved with the

influence of the simultaneous nationalist movements in Europe and as a response to the

acts of Westernization carried out by the Ottoman Empire. The First National Movement

can be evaluated as the initial architectural experimentation with the possibility of

reconciling Western and national values. The Modem Architectural Movement in Turkey,

which has dominated Turkish architecture especially after the late 1920s, is also an

extension of the state ideology of the new Republic. As also mentioned by Sayar,

modernism in Turkey did not emerge as an internal historical, cultural and social

transformation as in the West; but rather as a "political will to Westernize". (Sayar 1998)

The Second National Movement has also emerged as an extension of the increasing

Nationalist tendencies influenced by the Nationalist movements in Germany and Italy

before and during WorId War II.



Consequently, different from the 20th century architectural discourses in the mainstream

architecture, an autonomous ideology and terminology of architecture has started to

evolve in Turkey only during the second half of the 20th century. Consequently, the

history of Turkish Republican architecture is closely related with the cultural and political

history of the country; and can be interpreted as the history of the resistance against the

independence of architecture from the ideological dynamics beyond it. (Tanyeli 1998,

p.235, trans.)

4.1.2. DISJUNCTION OF THEORY AND PRACTICE AND THE PRIMACY OF

VISUALITY

Although it is possible to observe that major movements in Western architecture have -

sooner or later- found their reflections in Turkish practice, the evolution of Turkish

architectural discourse and the concepts underlying these formal resemblances has a

fundamental difference from the simultaneous developments in the mainstream

architectural discourse. Since the 19th century, Turkish architectural practice has been

greatly influenced by the process of modernization dominating the Western culture.

However, modernist practice in Turkey lacked the basic factors beyond the evolution of

modernism in Europe. Western modernization had evolved as a historical condition

responding to the internal dynamics such as increasing machine production, improving

communication systems, urbanization and the formation of mass markets. The driving

force of modernism was originally "the bourgeois class that had emerged parallel to the

development of capitalism and the decline of aristocracy and state patronage. " Ironically;

modernization, which, by definition, represented the decline of state authority, was

introduced in Turkey as part of the state politics pioneered by bureaucrats and the state

intelligentsia. In addition, the construction industry was underdeveloped and could not

offer feasible solutions with new materials and construction technics, which were

essential factors in the evolution of modem architecture. (Sayar 1998, p.85)

Consequently, starting from the Ottoman modernization during the late 19th century,

Turkish architectural production that has been influenced by Western movements has

often considered their conceptual background as secondary. Western influences have

often remained a formalist exercise indifferent to the fundamental social and cultural



determinants and the theory beyond architectural form. Paradoxically, reactions against

the domination of this imported formalism have evolved with strong claims of nationality

and regionality that resulted in even more formalist attitudes far from being generative.

4.2. THE ROOTS OF REGIONALISM IN TURKISH ARCHITECTURE:

NATIONALIST DISCOURSES IN THE EARLY REPUBLICAN PERIOD

What distinguishes the regionalist movements in Turkey from the regionalist discourses in

Western architecture has been their strong emphasis on national identity. This

involvement with national roots can be traced back to the late Ottoman modernization, or

rather, the importation of Western modes of expression; which had given rise to a cultural

schism similar to the one observed in the Western culture since Enlightenment. During

the late Ottoman period, the most significant manifestation that evolved within this

bipolarity has been the duality between the Western and the National. Against the rootless

Westernization process imposed by the Empire during the late 19th century, the concerns

for the preservation of national essence have dominated all forms of cultural expression.

During this period, the emphasis within Nationalist ideology shifted from Muslim to

Turkish. (Sayar 1998) The new conceptualization of nation was formulated by a synthesis

of universal civilization and national culture, and was supported by the patriotic

atmosphere caused by the continuous wars. The Turkish Nationalist movement became

increasingly influential between 1911-1922 and its ideals were supported during the first

years of new Republic founded in 1923. This period is significant because it represents

the initial encounters with concepts like national identity, synthesis of national culture

and Western civilization, reconciliation of East and West, which have later become

influential in the formulation of regionalist architectural discourses.

The waves of Turkish nationalism instantly found their reflections in the field of

architecture. During the late 1800s, the architectural practice in the Ottoman Empire

exhibited an eclecticist pastiche of Greek, Renaissance and Baroque revivals and had no

underlying concept other than formally imitating the Western models for the sake of

modernization. Within the nationalist cultural and political atmosphere of the early 1900s,

architects believed in the capability of architecture to evoke national consciousness, and

aimed to revitalize the lost tradition of classical Turkish art and architecture. This
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approach, which has been named as First National Architectural Movement by historians,

can be identified especially by the practice of two foreign educated architects; Mimar

Kemalettin and Vedat Bey. When the architectural characteristics of this period are

evaluated, it is possible to claim that the imported formalist approach was responded by

an equally formalist antithesis based on an urge to revive national identity. Obviously, the

revolt was not against the eclectic and facadist method of design, but only against its

external sources. The Turkish - Ottoman character was evoked by symbolic elements

such as non-structural arches and domes, long eaves and Seljukid and Ottoman

ornamentations. (Fig. 4.1 & 4.2) Architects did not refrain from using modem and

Western construction technics - such as reinforced concrete- as long as the overall

imagery was Turkish. (Aslanoglu 1983, pA2)

Figure 4. 1 The Museum of Arts and Sculpture, Ankara, dated
1927, by A. Hikmet Koyunoglu (YapI208)

Figure 4. 2 Tekel Headquarters in Ankara,
1928. (YapI208)



The nationalist movement that evolved as a resistance against late Ottoman

Westernization continued on to the first years of the Turkish Republic. During the 1920s,

the waves of nationalism inherited from the Ottoman period started to be replaced by the

official modernization project of the state, which was based on the nation state. This

project involved a total break with history, and a rapid transformation from the traditional

pre-industrial society to the modem industrial society. The romantic nationalist discourse

supported by the postwar psychological atmosphere was soon replaced by the enthusiasm

for the new nation-state based on rational values.

In the field of architecture, modem architectural movement, which was in its strongest

and most influential phase in Europe during the 1930s, was taken as a model for the

architecture of the new republic. The rational, functional and scientific principles of

modem architecture matched perfectly with the positivistic ideals of the Kemalist

discourse. This rationalist and positivistic ideology also symbolized the approaching end

for Ottoman Revivalist architecture, which was inadequate in offering valid solutions to

the construction activity that the modernization project required. The stylistic approach of

Ottoman Revivalism had not developed a viable image or proposal at urban scale, and the

construction of individual buildings were far from providing feasible solutions. (Batur,

1998) As a consequence of these shortcomings, the First National Movement disappeared

from the Turkish Architectural Agenda by the late 1920s.

By this period, a widespread and influential architectural program had already been

initiated within the scope of the modernization, which involved the projection of a new

and modem image of the Republic through a total rejection of historical forms and styles.

The functionalist and rationalist principles of European Modernism were adopted for the

architecture and planning practice of the new Republic. Modem architecture was

enthusiastically practiced by the younger generation of Turkish architects, majority of who

were trained within the Ottoman tradition. Aiming to adopt the Western architecture

based on modernism, many foreign architects, especially from Germany and Austria were

invited, both as practitioners and educators. Majority of these foreign architects were



modernist academicians and professionals who had fled from the Nazi Government and

the emerging war.

During the first years of the Republic, almost all of the new state buildings were designed

by these foreign architects while their Turkish colleagues were commissioned smaller

scale projects such as private dwellings. Ironically, the formal language used by the young

Turkish architects (Fig. 4.3) was much more modernist than the works of the foreign

architects such as Holzmeister, Post and Egli, who prefered a classical and monumental

architectural language parallel to the architectural approach of the nationalist regimes in

Germany and Italy. (FigAA)

Figure 4.3 "Sergi Evi" by ~evki Balmumcu, one of the initial
examples of modern architecture in the Western sense (1933-1935).
( Sozen & Tapan 1973)

Figure 4.4 Turkish Parliament Complex designed by Holzmeister (1937) (Sozen & Tapan
1973)



These factors gave rise to an increasing disturbance among the young generation of

modernist Turkish architects who - in spite of their enthusiasm - were not given the

chance to design important state buildings. In a growing act of professional unification

and solidarity, Turkish architects announced their opposition against the dominant

practice of their foreign colleagues, especially through the pages of Mimar, the only

architectural periodical of the 1930s. The foreign architects practising in Turkey were

opposed especially for their limited experience and lack of knowledge about the social

and cultural tendencies of the Turkish society. (Mo~ 1933, Ziya 1931, trans.)

Although the reactions of Turkish architects have often remained as emotional,

sentimental overtones that did not project a future direction for architecture, they

contributed to the promotion of the urge for the preservation of national essence through

architecture. Supported by the rise of nationalist tendencies in Europe and their reflections

in architecture, waves of nationalism started to be felt once again in the Turkish

architectural agenda starting from the mid-1930s. The tendency towards architectural

nationalism instantly gained public support because modem architecture had not been

fully adopted due to the lack of underlying social, cultural, material and economical

conditions. During the early 1930s, the recognition of modernist architectural practice in

Turkey was based primarily on its formal characteristics. The aesthetics of white prismatic

blocks, flat roofs and cantilevers provided a convenient symbolism for the official

modernization project. However, the conceptualization of modem architecture as a formal

discourse has prohibited the understanding of the complex cultural and social

formulations underlying architectural form. For instance, different from the social housing

programs in Germany that inspired the modernist discourse, the modem housing in

Turkey has remained limited to a few private houses and apartments built for the

Republican elite. Consequently, nationalist tendencies instantly found a suitable basis and

legitimized themselves as reactions against modem forms, which were recognized as

"cubic architecture". (Bozdogan 1997)

Supported by this atmosphere, the nationalist tendency started to become influential on

the architectural practice and soon gained academic support through "The Seminar on



National Architecture" initiated by Sedat Hakkl EIdem. Although this period has been

named as "The Second National Movement in Architecture", its underlying concepts are

fundamentally different from the First National Movement. While the early nationalist

movement made use of the classical architectural heritage of the Ottoman Empire, it was

now evident that the major themes in the modem architectural discourse could not

possibly reconcile with the historical styles of Turkish architecture. Consequently, the

nationalist approach of the 1930s has taken the Turkish residential architecture as its

source of reference.

The movement was pioneered by Sedat Hakkl EIdem and his studio on "National

Architecture" at the Fine Arts Academy in Istanbul, which constituted an academic center

for national and regional architectural practice. The studies carried out by EIdem's studio

focused on traditional houses and celebrated their sensitivity towards climate, topography,

traditions and local materials. Aiming to transcend a formal mimesis and explore the basic

determinants of architectural form; these studies symbolize the initial encounters with a

regional and local sensitivity in the Western sense. During this period, the nationalist

ideology behind architectural form has started to shift from the political to the

architectural realm.

The major concern in the formulation of National Architecture in the 1930s was that

modernization had become an irrefutable and irreversible ideology of the new Republic.

Consequently, the new nationalist practice was expected to represent modernity as well as

regionality and nationality. The search for a reconciliation of these contradictory terms

gave rise to varying formulations, methodologies and practices of national architecture.

Batur examines the architecture of this period in three categories: (Batur 1998, p.230)

• Nostalgic and Revisionist: This approach, initiated and carried on by the "Seminar

on National Architecture" and Sedad Hakkl Eidem, was based on a typological

study of the traditional houses in Istanbul. Refraining from a formal mimesis of

historical forms, EIdem and his studio aimed to achieve a new interpretation of

tradition by deriving the design principles through an extensive examination of

plan schemes, proportions and forms. However, an evaluation of the different



works within this approach proves that these studies have been inadequate to

generate a consistent architectural practice. A comparative evaluation of the

Turkish, Brasilian and Finnish Pavillions in New York World Fair in 1939,

provides an interesting example that exhibits the varying approaches to regional

and contextual sensitivity as well as the nationalist emphasis in Turkish

architecture. (Fig. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7) While EIdem's Turkish Pavillion for New York

Expo remains an Ottoman Revivalist example, a more refined expression of

nationality and regionality has been achieved a few years later in the design of

Ta~hk Kahvesi. (Fig. 4.8)

Figure 4.5 Turkish Pavillion at New York -World Fair 1939,
designed by S.H. Eidem. (:elik 1992)

Figure 4.6 Brasilian Pavillion at New York World Fair 1939,
designed by Oscar Niemeyer. (Underwood 1994)



Figure 4.7 Finnish PaviIIion at New York World
Fair 1939, designed by Alvar Aalto. (Arredamento
Mimarlzk 100+3)

Figure 4. 8 Ta~hk Coffee House designed by Sedad Hakkl Eidem in
1950. (Arredamento Dekorasyon 18)

• Monumental and Academic: This approach has been greatly inspired by the

architectural practice of the totalitarian regimes in Europe, and is parallel to the

previous practices of Holzmeister and Bonatz, who adapted the rationalist and

functionalist principles of modem architecture to classical and monumental forms.

Within the universal language of classical orders, nationality has been sought in

architectural details like windows and eaves. Due to the requirements for
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monumental expression, this approach has been influential especially in the design

of state buildings such as Ankara University Faculty of Science Building by Emin

Onat and Sedad Haldo EIdem (Fig.4.9), istanbul Radio Building by ismail Utkular

and Dogan Erginba~ (Fig 4.10), and Amtkabir by Emin Onat and Orhan Arda.

Figure 4. 9 Ankara University Faculty of Science Building by Emin
Gnat and Sedad Hakkl EIdem (1943-1945) (Sozen & Tapan 1973)

Figure 4. 10 istanbul Radio Building by ismail Utkular and Dogan
Erginba~ (1945) (Sozen & Tapan 1973)

• Populist and Local: This third approach to national architecture has sought

nationality in the intersection of regional and vernacular traditions with rationalist

design principles. Different from EIdem's studies, this approach focused on the

architectural heritage of Anatolian cities within a historical perspective. Studies in

this subject were carried out especially by the young academicians in Istanbul

Technical University, whose graduate studies focused on the vernacular

architecture in Anatolia. Although this approach did not offer an instant formal



, and stylistic recipe for National Architecture, it has greatly contributed to the

, conceptualization of regionality and locality independent from political nationalist

\ideologies. The reflections of this viewpoint can be observed in the practice of

Emin Gnat, especially in Sevda-Cenap And House in Ankara. (Fig. 4.11)

Figure 4.11 Sevda - Cenap And House in Ankara by Emin Gnat.
(KantarclOg1u 1998)

An evaluation of the vanous experimentations with nationalist architecture exhibits

another significant characteristic of the Second National Movement. Although its initial

formulation was supported by the public discontents caused by modernist architecture, the

Second National Movement in architecture is not based on a total rejection of modem

architecture or the modernization project. The movement was a search for the

reconciliation of modem and traditional modes of building, or an effort to familiarize

modern architecture with a local touch. (Tanju 1999, trans.) The most important

contribution of EIdem and the Second National Architectural movement to Turkish

architectural discourse has been the understanding that modernism is not an issue of form

or style, and that it does not necessarily contradict with traditional values. (Bozdogan

1998, p.125) The Second National Movement in architecture can be evaluated as the

initial efforts to fomulate a locally sensitive discourse within a modernist perspective. In

this respect, the movement symbolizes the weakening bonds between architectural form

and political ideologies.



As discussed in the previous chapter, the urge to restore a lost national identity can be

observed as a typical approach in non-Western societies that have difficulty adopting the

modernization projects often imposed as an official state policy. The main problem that

arises in these societies is that modernization is publicly conceptualized as synonymous

with Westernization, seen as an external impact on culture, and consequently resisted

ideologically. Modernization is an already destructive act by nature, and when the

modernizing society believes that it is external, this leads to a schizophrenic and chaotic

culture. It is evident that such an understanding of modem and traditional, where both

terms exclude each other as opposites, makes the modernization process much more

difficult. This has been the major contradiction in the early Republican architecture and

has given rise to a nationalist resistance against the modernization project. However, the

First and Second National Movements in Architecture have proven the inadequacy of an

ideological nationalism in generating a consistent architectural discourse. As also

remarked by KlhykIran, the thirty-year involvement of early Republican Turkish

architecture with nationalism has been the source of many shortcomings that can be

observed in the Turkish architectural discourse after 1980s, in terms of regionalism and

referential bonds with the architectural past and tradition. (Klhykuan 1996)

4.3. POSTWAR DEVELOPMENTS AND THE CHANGING SCOPE OF

REGIONALISM

The 1950s constitute a significant point of inflection in the cultural modernization project

of Republican Turkey. Following the transition to multi-party democratic system in 1945

and the election of the liberalist government in 1950, the introverted economic and

political system was replaced by a more liberal and populist model integrated with the

world capitalist system. Simultaneous with this new political approach, the ideological

manipulation upon architecture also started to loosen. The dominant nationalist discourse

of the early Republican period also tended to weaken; as the nationalist German cultural

and political model, lost its power and reliability after World War II. The most evident

consequence of these transformations has been the abandoning of the search for a national

appearance in the new buildings. (Tanyeli 1998)



Another importance of the threshold of 1950 has been the increasing disjunction of

architectural theory and practice caused by the interruption in the intellectual activity.

Parallel to the simultaneous developments in Europe and the USA, rational principles of

modem architecture and planning started to be used intensively in practice, in an effort to

cope with larger scale problems such as rapid urbanization, migration from rural to urban

areas and the urgent need for housing. As the architectural agenda focused on issues

directly related to building production and the nationalist discourse suddenly lost its

reliability, the Turkish architectural discourse entered a period of intellectual crisis, not

being able to generate an alternative critical discourse. Similar to the architecture and

planning practice in Europe which was under an intense cultural influence of the USA,

Turkish architecture adopted the formal principles of modem architecture, aiming to

become a member of the newly forming Western world pioneered by the USA. Tanyeli

evaluates the 1950s as a period of optimism, when Turkish architects felt no discomfort in

practicing the "International Style" in Turkey. (Tanyeli 1998) Claims of Westernization

had totally replaced any romantic reference to nationality; and the major instruments of

the international style such as functional zoning and multi storey reinforced concrete

blocks were used without questioning the local urban factors, regional diversities,

financial constraints and technical capabilities. Especially due to the lack of technical

know-how, the practice of international style had given rise to paradoxical situations.

Although there existed no local technology to produce elevators, Turkish architects did

not refrain from building skyscrapers inspired by the American urbanization models. (Fig.

4.12) In contrast, building materials and technics that offered feasible and productive

solutions received almost no attention. For instance, brute use of reinforced concrete has

remained unattended until its utilization by Behruz <;inici in the METU Faculty of

Architecture building dated 1961; and even then has received severe aesthetic oppositions

from the public.

This period also symbolizes the initial encounter with the multi-storey reinforced concrete

block as a typology for dwellings. This model was introduced in Turkey by Emlak - Kredi

Bank, which had initially been founded to recover the urgent need for housing caused by

rapid urbanization. Although the bank aimed to finance low-income housing, the

American high-rise dwelling models experimented in Levent and Atakoy settlements (Fig.



4.13) have been inhabited by the high-income group. These initial experimentations

succeeded to improve the quality of the built environment with a rationalist sensitivity

towards nature and climatic conditions. However, later examples of reinforced concrete

apartment blocks were shaped by financial rather than architectural concerns, leading to a

decline in the overall quality of the built environment. (Bozdogan 1997)

Figure 4.12 High-rise office building
in Klzllay, Ankara by Enver Tokay
and iIhan Tayman. (Sozen & Tapan
1973)

Figure 4. 13 Levent 4 Settlement in Istanbul, a
housing model based on the Western satellite
settlements, planned by K. Ahmet Am. (Sozen &
Tapan 1973)

4.3.1. THE THRESHOLD OF 1960: REGIONALISM AS A CRITICAL

DISCOURSE

The re-vitalization of architectural theory and practice in Turkey has started during the

early 1960s, with the increasing oppositions against the consequences of the architecture

and planning practice of the 1950s. In the mainstream architectural discourse, this decade

coincides the formulation of the initial revolts against the formalism of international style,

critical modernist approaches and the initial conceptualization of postmodern architectural

theory.



Although the Turkish architectural agenda and mainstream architecture shared the

discomforts caused by the international style, the few alternative experimentations in

Turkey have been inadequate to generate a new architectural discourse and overcome the

intellectual unproductivity of the 1950s. During this period, studies on architectural theory

have remained limited to the individual efforts of a few young academicians. The most

significant effort to re-intellectualize architecture has been the exceptional activity of a

group of architects and academicians pioneered by Biilent Ozer during the early 1960s.

Gathered around the periodical Mimarhk ve Sanat, whose publication began in 1961, this

group aimed to re-formulate the modernist architectural discourse based on the actual

needs and technical capabilities ofthe society. (Ozdel 1999)

During this period, the reactions against international style were not formulated in anti-

modernist or post-modernist terms, because Turkish architecture had not yet adopted the

modem project. Aiming to preserve diversity and authenticity within the modem

architectural language; Turkish architectural practice of the 1960s took organIC

architecture, non-orthogonal plan geometry; and the use of tectonic materials such as

brute concrete, brick and timber as the typical sources. However, majority of these

experimentations have remained as formalist attitudes copied from Western architectural

periodicals. During this period, Turkish architecture was inspired especially by the new

imagery and formal language in the works ofF.L.Wright, A. Aalto, L. Kahn, the Japanese

modernist tradition pioneered by K. Tange, the practice of Le Corbusier, P. Jeanneret, M.

Fry and J. Drew in Chandigarh and the experimental researches of J.L. Sert and P. Wiener

on dwellings in South America.

Within the most significant theoretical activity in Turkish architecture of the period,

Biilent Ozer strictly opposed the importation of Western models in architecture for the

sake of being modem, and believed that modernity was a state of mind to be adopted

rather than a formal style to be copied. According to Ozer, a genuine modem architectural

discourse could only be derived through an analysis of the needs of the society. A typical

example of Ozer's approach can be observed in the editorial article of the first issue of

Mimarhk ve Sanat, where he questions the formalism and rootlessness of the reactions

against International Style:



" ... There is the continuing discussion on organic versus geometric architecture,

whose conceptual background remains ambiguous. Many (architects) are still

unaware that organic architecture can also be achieved by geometric forms. The

concept of organic architecture is not evaluated within its historical context, and

only a few understand what FL. Wright actually intended to say. Majority of the

architects and students of architecture are unaware of the recent discourse and

practice of Le Corbusier. Those who claim to be functionalist and rationalist have

no idea of Malevitch, Neoplasticism and even Cubism ... The New Brutalism and

New Art Nouveau, recent searches for a new Symbolism and Monumentalism, and

alternative experimentations in Brasilia and Chandigarh; which occupy the

worldwide architectural publications; have received little attention in the Turkish

architectural agenda. " (Ozer 1961, p. 8, trans.)

In the introductory article of Mimarlzk ve Sanat, Biilent Ozer drew attention to the recent

trends in the mainstream architecture, where the source of reference shifted towards the

local and traditional values; and the urban context became a major concern once again.

Consequently, the country had to formulate its own architectural approach through an

analysis of its own cultural, social and physical needs. Biilent Ozer's post-graduate thesis

called An Essay on Regionalism, Universalism and Contemporary Turkish Architecture

published in 1963 has also supported the ideas previously declared in Mimarlzk ve Sanat.

In his thesis, Ozer has evaluated the adoption of modem architecture in Turkey, based on

a comparative study with simultaneous developments in mainstream architecture since

19th century. Ozer draws attention to the fact that the different approaches in Turkish

architecture have in fact evolved as a struggle of the two equally formalist and eclectic

poles: Regionalism, which represents the Nationalist Movements in architecture and

Universalism, which stands for the 19th century Western eclecticism, modem architecture

and the international style formally imported from the West. Ozer concludes his study by

remarking that contemporary Turkish architecture now has to turn in to its own actual

needs and technical capabilities, in order to achieve a regional rather than regionalist

architecture. (Ozer 1963, p.87) It is evident that Ozer calls for a collective rather than

individual sensitivity to local factors. Especially in the concluding chapter of (her's



thesis, it is possible to realize the reflections of an idealist modem approach, and an effort

to formulate an architectural discourse that would make possible the assimilation of

modernism in Turkey.3 However, during a period when architectural practice had broken

all bonds with theory, this call for a critical modernist approach was accused by practicing

architects for being after an intellectual satisfaction. (Onal 1973, p.58)

During the 1960s, the most significant movement that has been influential on Turkish

architecture has been the new sensitivity to local and traditional modes of building,

recognized in Europe as "New Regionalism". This approach was conceived as an

alternative for the nationalist architectural discourses of the pre-war period that had lost

their validity. The article called "For a Conscious Regionalism in Contemporary Turkish

Architecture", written by Dogan Kuban in 1961, is one of the primary manifestations of

modem regionalism in Turkey. In this article, Kuban draws attention to the potentiality of

indigenous Anatolian4 culture in becoming a source for a locally and environmentally

conscious architectural discourse:

"We consider that regionalism is a complete expression of an environment which

is determined by economic, historic and cultural factors rather than by

preconceived formal concepts... Is it possible for us to integrate 20th century

architectural forms into an older already established regional scene? .. All of us

who are committed to the development of an organic architecture should

continually study regional development such as one finds in Anatolia, for in such

developments it may be possible to discover the bases for a new Turkish

architecture. " (Kuban 1963, p.3, trans. summary by Ayda Arel)

3 As a source that indicates the actual needs and capabilities of the Turkey, Ozer indicates the
principles declared in the Five-Year Development Plan. This plan draws attention to the urgent
need for housing, education and health facilities; calls for a limitation for the construction of
luxurious dwellings in order to provide more dwellings for the low-income group with the same
amount of investment. (Ozer 1963, p. 86) Although Bulent Ozer invites Turkish architects to
follow these principles, it should be noted that the application of the development plan is
primarily dependent on political and economical factors far beyond the responsibility of the
individual architect.
4 As a reaction against S.H.Eldem's similar researches in the 2nd National Movement that focused
on the traditional building types in Istanbul, Kuban underlines the word Anatolia, remarking that
the studies of local culture should not remain limited to the civil architecture of istanbul.



It is evident that Kuban consciously refrains from defining formal principles for new

regionalism, as a precaution against the risk of symbolic mimesis of national and

traditional forms. Kuban's ambiguous definition of regionalism was far from defining a

future direction for the Turkish architecture in crisis. As a critical modernist

experimentation, the new regionalist approach shaped by a local sensitivity and tectonic

refinement, remained limited to a few elitist works of the decade. The latter works of

Sedad Hakkl EIdem, formed under the influence of F. L. Wright can be evaluated as a

new regionalist rhetoric with a sensitive response to topography of the site as well as the

local and urban context. The Social Security Complex in Zeyrek, dated 1964, (Fig. 4.14)

can be evaluated as one of the few significant examples of the new regionalist approach in

Turkish architecture. The Aga Khan Award winning project succeeds to respond to its

regional context by respecting the nearby historical settlement and remaining sensitive to

the steeply sloping comer site. In this building, EIdem has refrained from both superficial

oriental ism and direct importation of the international style. His efforts can be evaluated

as an alternative adaptation of traits from Turkish architecture for modem reinforced

concrete construction.

Figure 4.14 Social Security Complex in Zeyrek, istanbul by S.H.
Eldem(1970)
(http://www.akdn.org/agency/akaalthirdcycle/photo94_3016.html)

Another building that can be evaluated in similar terms has been Turkish Historical

Society building dated 1966, designed by T. Cansever and E. Yener. Being an Aga Khan

Award winner like EIdem's Social Security Complex, the building exhibits the productive



collision of modern and traditional types. (Fig. 4.15, 4.16) In this project, the architects

have consciously adopted a regional variation of brutalism, with tectonic and spatial

references to local types and made effective use of natural light especially in the three

storey skylit central atrium. Cansever and Yener make abstract and remote references to

traditional architecture, aiming to achieve spatial and experiential qualities rather than a

visual and scenographic regionality.

Figure 4. 15 Turkish Historical Association By T. Cansever and E.
Yener (1966) (Arredamento Dekorasyon 29)

Figure 4.16 Interior view from the central
atrium of Turkish Historical Association.
(http://www .akdn. orglagency /akaa/firstcyc
Ie/photo 19_3017 .htrnl)



It is difficult to evaluate the sensitivity towards local and regional context that has been

observed in Turkish architecture during the late 1960s by studying the few examples of

this approach. However, the significance of this attitude should still be mentioned: During

the late 1960s, Turkish architects seem to have broken their bonds with the nationalist

ideology. The reactions against the universality of the international style do not make use

of a romantic nationalism that aims to represent nationality through decontextualized

symbolism. Aiming to preserve the authenticity and identity in Turkish architecture;

architects started to derive their traditional references through a study of the more

complex relations of form, material, tectonics and space. For the first time in Turkish

architecture, a regionalist architectural position has legitimized itself within the

architectural episteme, and broken its dependence on a political nationalist discourse.

This new sensitivity to regional and traditional modes of building can be evaluated in

terms of Kenneth Frampton's definition of critical regionalism.s

In spite of these few exceptional experimentations aiming to adopt modernism in Turkey,

architectural practice continued parallel to international style without interruption or

change until 1980. During the period between 1960 and 1980, Turkish architects preferred

to remain indifferent to the anti-modem and post-modem discourses formulated within

mainstream architecture. The most significant characteristic of the Turkish architectural

agenda during the two decades has been the reestablishment of the bonds between

architecture and ideology. Believing in their capability to realize the social and cultural

modernization project through architecture, architects have overtaken the mission of

"social engineering" during the 1960s and 1970s. (Tanyeli 1998, p.242) While the initial

symptoms of this politicization can be observed in the thesis of Billent Ozer; the tendency

5 However, it should be noted that the concept of critical regionalism has been questioned in two
aspects: The first criticism questions whether Frampton's formulation and examples can be called
regionalism at all, because the definition seems to embrace any successful experimentation with
modernism that is sensitive to topography, light, tectonics, climatic conditions, urban and cultural
context. The second challenge directed to critical regionalism is that the examples mentioned by
Frampton are selected from an elitist practice of architecture, and symbolize an individualist
rather than collective sensitivity. Both of these challenges are also valid for the three Turkish
examples cited above.



towards conceiving architecture as a political practice increased especially during the late

1960s. Supported by the politically tense atmosphere of the post 1968 period, Turkish

architectural agenda got involved in political issues far beyond its disciplinary boundaries.

Instead of thinking on the problems of actual architectural practice, architects focused on

offering solutions to the problems of the political system. This approach, which has been

dominant especially in the discourses of the Chamber of Architects and Faculties of

Architecture, has held back the formulation of an autonomous and independent

architectural discourse.

During this period, Western developments in architectural theory and practice seemed to

be receiving little attention from the Turkish architectural agenda. As an extension of the

increasing social mission of architecture, it has become possible to observe that the focus

of architecture has shifted from the West towards the modernization models of the

developing world. Believing in their social role to improve the living standards of the

society, architects turned in to the examination of squatter settlements and vernacular

modes of building as an alternative source of reference. It is possible to claim that the

interest in the building production process replaced aesthetic concerns during this period.

An overview of the professional and academic periodicals of the 1970s verifies the

dominance of this approach: Especially during the 1970s, Mimarlzk, the official

publication of the Chamber of Architects, reserved several pages in each issue for a

detailed study of the vernacular tradition of an Anatolian settlement. As an integral part of

its publication policy, the journal focused equally on the problems of squatter areas. A

more intellectualized version of the same approach can also be observed in the METU

Journal of the Faculty of Architecture, then the only refereed academic periodical in

Turkey. The journal, which has started its publication in 1975, proves the increased

interest of academicians in vernacular architecture and local modes of building. Besides

regularly publishing articles on the subject, the periodical has greatly contributed to the

studies on vernacular architecture with the two special issues published in 1979. It should

be noted that a great percentage of these articles declared the belief in the potentiality of

vernacular and traditional modes of building for becoming a source of reference for future

architecture.



The academic interest in traditional and vernacular architecture can be evaluated in

similar terms with an earlier stage in mainstream architecture: The early 1960s when the

books of Rudofsky, Rapoport and Alexander drew attention to vernacular architecture as

an alternative source. Although the academic interest in traditional and vernacular

architecture did not directly influence the architectural practice of the 1970s, it has been

influential especially in the schools of architecture, and has constituted a theoretical basis

for the regionalist discourses to be formulated during the 1980s.

4.4. CULTURAL CONTEXT OF THE 1980S AND ITS REFLECTIONS ON

TURKISH ARCHITECTURAL DISCOURSE

In the formulation of contemporary mainstream architectural discourses, the late 1970s

and early 1980s are significant with the intense intellectual activity and strong critical

discourses challenging the reliability and validity of the modem project in the popular

culture of the postmodern society. However, Turkish architecture, which was already

delayed in the process of adopting and assimilating modernism, remained distant from

these developments in the mainstream architecture. Within the atmosphere of political

instability, economical and cultural crisis experienced at the turn of the decade, Turkish

architectural practice and discourse has entered a static and isolated period that lasted

until the mid-1980s.

The mid-1980s constitute a very significant threshold in the social, cultural and

architectural process of Republican Turkey. The sudden transition to a liberal postmodern

cultural model manifested itself as a "collective reaction to the official ideology, cultural

norms and mental habits of the old republican elite, as well as of the traditional left", by

groups of varying cultural identities. (Bozdogan 1998,p. 129) This reaction was a revolt

against the monolithic and static culture of the official modernization project that had

dominated first six decades of the Republican culture. The liberalized social and

economical structure provided the bourgeois class the necessary conditions to develop its

own popular culture. This popular culture, which recognized the existence of the plurality

of tastes, has been the dominant cultural discourse of Turkey during the post-1980s.



This cultural panorama has found its instant reflections in the field of architecture. The

increasing commitment to diversity and plurality has manifested itself as a rejection of

modem architecture, which was not truly adopted at all. Another consequence of the

domination of popular culture has been the total independence of architecture from

political discourses. Supported by the reactions against the exaggerated and over-

politicized role of the architect during the previous decade, the idealist modem tradition

has lost its persuasive effect and has been abandoned during this period. The post-modem

architectural discourse that favored individuality, freedom of expression, symbolism and

diversity has suddenly become influential on Turkish architecture. However, like the

previous Western influences on Turkish architecture, the postmodern architectural

discourse was also conceived formally only, without its theoretical background. The

works of Venturi and Rossi, which are among the key essays in postmodern architecture,

have rarely been referred to in the actual architectural practice. Consequently,

postmodern architecture, which originally responded to the standardization and urban

problems caused by the international style, has been conceived in contemporary Turkish

architecture as a formal plurality with no restrictions or rules.

As Ugur Tanyeli discusses the significant characteristics of this architectural plurality, he

draws attention to the increasing disjunction between theory and practice, which has been

the most typical characteristic of Turkish Architecture especially after the 1950s.

Although the architectural practice of the post 1980s is directed by the expectations for a

visual plurality, the regionalist-contextualist discourse seems to be the only supporting

idea behind this formal diversity. As architectural approaches based on a historical, local

and traditional contextualism occupy the Turkish architectural agenda; works of

architecture with differing political, cultural and morphological concepts tend to

legitimize themselves through a shared claim of regionalism. (Tanyeli 1998, p.245)

The plurality and variety of architectural approaches that claim to be regionalist can be

observed most explicitly in the recent study of Abdi Guzer called the Chart of Turkish

Architects - A Model for Understanding the Architectural Approaches in Turkey. (Fig.

4.17) (Guzer 1996, pA8) In this study, Guzer aims to introduce a categorization of the

contemporary Turkish architects through a subjective evaluation of the plurality of their



practice. While the author acknowledges that the act of classification has lost its critical

character and become a system producing knowledge within the post-modem discourse,

he accepts the artificiality and subjectivity of the categoric system he proposes.

The interesting point to note about Giizer's model is that it demonstrates the nationalist,

regionalist and contextualist tendency that dominates the Turkish architectural discourse.

Being aware of this tendency, the author has introduced Traditionalists as a third main

category other than Modernists and Pluralists. The traditionalists are evaluated under the

four sub-titles New Regionalism, Historicism, National Contextualism and National

Identity. It should also be noted that the other main category Pluralists; which covers the

four sub-titles Eclecticism, Synthesis, Contextualism and Expressionism also base their

practice primarily on claims of regionality. As Giizer explains the difference between the

two main categories, he also defines the two distinct approaches that can be observed in

the regionalist discourses of contemporary Turkish architecture:

"The major difference between these two groups, which can be perceived as

identical due to the formal resemblances, lies in their conceptual frameworks.

While some sub-groups of the pluralists also refer to tradition, history and culture

as their sources; they aim to become a part of the transforming universal

understanding. Even though their references and selected images are local, their

overall approach to architecture is universal. On the other hand; Traditionalists,

who believe that internationalist attitudes overlook the existing regional values

and traditional accumulation, aim to discuss the contribution of local factors to

architectural design and cultural continuity. This understanding often manifests

itself as a revolt or an alternative to international approaches." (Gtizer 1996,

p.51)
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Figure 4. 17 "Chart of Turkish Architects - A Model for Understanding the Architectural
Approaches in Turkey" first published in 1996 by Abdi Glizer. (Mimarllk 272)



Although the validity of the categories can be speculative and is open to discussion,

Giizer's chart can be considered as an evidence of the dominant regionalist discourse in

contemporary Turkish architecture. According to Guzer, the reconsideration of regional

and local values, which is presented as a universal approach, has been experienced in

Turkish architecture earlier in the century. In countries where Western discourses are

considered external and have to be reproduced in order to be adopted; postmodern and

anti-modem approaches have instantly been legitimized due to the rich and consumable

cultural accumulation. (Giizer 1996, p.49)

4.4.1. REGIONALIST THEORY AND PRACTICE IN CONTEMPORARY

TURKISH ARCIDTECTURE: CONCEPTS AND CONTRADICTIONS

The claims of regionality in the Turkish architecture of the last two decades differ

considerably from the earlier formulations of regionalism in the Turkish architectural

discourse; especially the First and Second National Architecture Movements in the fust

half of the century. Different from the two nationalist architectural movements, the

regionalist discourse of the late 20th century Turkish architecture does not have any

involvement with political ideologies. With the influence of the postmodern plurality in

the mainstream architecture, the new regionalist practice defines itself within the

disciplinary boundaries architecture. Another difference is the position of the regionalist

discourse in the bipolar construct of universal versus particular. The First National and

Second National Movements in early Republican Turkish Architecture, which can be

mentioned as the initial encounters with an urge to preserve the national, regional and

local particularity, had been formulated as a resistance against the claims of universality.

As also emphasized by BUlent Ozer, 20th century Turkish architectural discourse has

evolved as a struggle between regionalism and universalism formulated as opposing

poles. (Ozer, 1963) Until the 1980s, regionalist discourses formulated in Turkey aimed to

preserve the essence and diversity threatened by the universal culture of architecture

diffused by the Western models. In contrast, although the claims of regionalism in

contemporary architecture make use of local, traditional and national sources; these

references serve the universal value system of consumer culture, where local elements are

decontextualized and used in an arbitrary and random composition of elements from



It is possible to observe that none of the regionalist positions formulated in Turkish

architecture adopt a conservative revivalism like in the architecture of Hasan Fathy. For

republican Turkish architects, modernization has been an irrefutable basis in all

architectural practice. In this respect, regionalism can be considered as a general term that

stands for all architectural discourses aiming to follow the technological progress in the

West while preserving cultural identity in architectural expression. For peripheral

countries, this understanding of regionalism has been a means of assimilating modernism.

Consequently, the tendency of Turkish architectural agenda towards nationalist,

regionalist and contextualist discourses should be considered a positive intention to

preserve cultural identity. (Akcan 1993, p.l14) However, the cultural context of the 1980s

has generated a new form of regionalism that is fundamentally different. The postmodern

formulation of regionalism does not offer an alternative against the domination of

universality, and exhibits no concerns for local context and traditional modes of building.

(Tanyeli 1998, p.247) Consequently, the claims of regionality in the Turkish architectural

discourse of the post-1980s must be evaluated as a reflection of the postmodern

architectural discourse rather than a critical approach aiming to assimilate modernism.

4.4.1.1. POSTMODERN

LEGITIMIZATION

In order to evaluate the claims of regionalism that dominate the postmodern architectural

discourse in Turkey; it is necessary to note that this approach is fundamentally different

from the regionalist discourse formulated as a critical approach to modem architecture

during the 1960s and 1970s. Following the rapid cultural transformations during the

1980s, the regionalist discourse in Turkey has become more oriented towards the

production of the convenient imagery and symbolism by the utilization of familiar forms

borrowed arbitrarily from historical, local, traditional or vernacular sources. This tendency

is closely associated with the historically rooted sensitivity of Turkish architectural

agenda towards issues related to national identity. As a typical characteristic of non-

Western architectural discourses, any claim to preserve or recover national identity has

always found a ground of legitimization in Turkish architecture.



The most significant contradiction within the post-modem formulation of regionalism is

the difficulty to define the concept of "region" in contemporary global culture. As Esra

Akcan remarks that geographical distance and the conception of place have become

ambiguous and loose concepts due to the increasing progress in communication and

transportation technology; she questions the reliability of the factors that define a region:

"... where is the 'place' whose authentic culture we are trying to express through

architecture? Is that a region bounded by climatic borders, political borders,

national borders or the borders of a culture ambiguously shared with other

countries? The difficulty of answering this question creates the major tension in

the legitimization of the relationship between place and identity. " (Akcan 1993,

p.l14, trans.)

As also remarked by Akcan, the means of achieving a regional(ist) architecture has

become more ambiguous especially after the 1980s. It is possible to observe this

ambiguity and looseness through an overview of examples from contemporary Turkish

architectural practice that legitimize themselves through regionalism.

Siliiiciiler - Teras Evler Housing designed by Merih - Nuran Karaaslan and Miir~it

Gfulday can be mentioned as a recent example that claims to be regionalist in terms of its

sources of inspiration. (Fig. 4.18) Here, the architects have declared their objective as "re_

creating the identity of a neighborhood inspired by the traditional urban fabric and mass

organization of Kayseri", in order to achieve a "Modern Interpretation of Anatolia".

However, it should be noted that the spatial properties and plan scheme beyond the

colored dynamic cubic volumes makes no reference to the traditional Anatolian

architecture. The project makes use of an intentional and conscious formalism, dealing

with the imagery and symbolism rather than the spatial and experiential qualities of

traditional architecture.



Figure 4.18 Terrace Housing in Or-An, Ankara. (1989-1992)
(Arredamento Dekorasyon 46)

The eclectic and formalist methodology of postmodem design can be observed more

explicitly in Batlkent / Anda~ Shopping Center Project, (Fig. 4.19 & 4.20) also designed

by Merih Karaaslan. As the architect explains the design principles of the building, he

tends to legitimize his approach through references to local culture:

"In this project, our objective was to create an identity, a significance for this

specific neighborhood of the city. We tried to achieve this by establishing

relationships with Anatolian Culture. In this design, we have made a formal

collage of the architectural heritages of different Anatolian civilizations. Believing

that no historical period is superior to another, we do not confine the formal

relationship with the past to any specific period ... In this project, thefm;ade of the

bank building refers to the temples of the Antique ages. There is the '~adlrvan',

which is a typical element of the traditional mosque scheme, the 'Seljukid

Kumbet', the wall with holes, used frequently by Sinan ... All these elements that

refer to our past have been used together in this project. " (Karaaslan 1990, pAl,

trans.)



Figure 4.19 Anda~ Shopping Center at Batlkent, Ankara (1990)
(Arredamento Dekorasyon 46)

Figure 4.20 Model of Anda~ Shopping Center at Batlkent, Ankara
(1990) (Arredamento Dekorasyon 46)

This explanation exhibits the arbitrary and individualist reference system of post-modern

architectural discourse, which has manifested itself only through regionalism in

contemporary Turkish architecture. However, it should be noted that this post-modernist

formulation of regionalism is fundamentally diferent from its previous definitions. For

instance, as can be observed in the examples above, Merih Karaaslan's conceptualization

of regionalism involves the evocation of a familiar imagery by the use of local or regional

elements. Ugur Tanyeli questions whether this approach can acquire a categoric title of

regionalism, as he draws attention to the decontextualized eclecticism that makes Batlkent

Shopping Center no more regionalist than Frank Gehry's Loyola School of Law.



According to Tanyeli, both Terasevler and Batlkent Shopping Center projects seem to be

based on conventional Western models that are given a regional symbolism as a response

to a populist feedback. (Tanyeli 1998, p.251) While it is not possible to judge this design

methodology as positive or negative -because it generates from a different system of

thought moulded by the plurality of tastes in popular culture -, it is still possible to

challenge its legitimization through claims ofregionality, locality, and national identity.

Although the recent works of At5ye- T exhibit a formal resemblance with the eclectic

regionalism mentioned above, the designer tries to base his practice on a deeper and more

sophisticated discourse that evaluates the Turkish culture in terms of its position in the

center-periphery polarity. As Tuncay <::avdardeclares that the Eastern way of seeing is the

major determinant of his architectural practice, he remarks that the consequential formal

language is not simply "a collage of historical and traditional forms, but the evocative

conveyance of the oriental tradition of looking, seeing and perception. " (<::avdar 1990,

pAD) This oriental perception involves an experiential rather than visual

conceptualization of space, use of natural light and color in labyrinthine spaces with a

dramatic and tense experience. (Balamir 1995, p. 66) Different from the approach of

Karaaslan in Terasevler and Batlkent Shopping Center, <::avdar does not attempt to

preserve a fictional identity through architecture; but rather, seeks a contemporary way of

representing Turkish culture, which -he believes- is peripheral rather than central.

Paradoxically, the two differing approaches to architecture, which both found themselves

on the rejection of orthodox modernism end up in works of similar formal languages. (Fig.

Figure 4. 21 iber Hotel, Side Pa1as, Side 1985. (Arredamento Dekorasyon
72)



Figure 4.22 Megasaray Holiday Village,
Antalya 1991. (Arredamento Dekorasyon 72)

Another contradiction that can be observed between the concepts and actual products of

<;avdar is that majority of his latest works are tourism buildings, where the audience

(user) is often the middle-class Western tourist, the kitsch-man6 that has no capability or

concern to evaluate the complex intentions of the architect. His orientalist expectation

often remains at the naIve level of consuming formal imagery. Consequently, majority of

the touristic buildings lack the deeper and intellectualized symbolism sought by AtOlye-T.

It is paradoxical that these works, which are explicitly oriented to the creation of

consumable images, also tend to legitimize themselves through regionalism. Not

surprisingly, tourism architecture serving the formal expectations of the Western tourists

has become the most popular field of activity for post-modern regionalism of the 1980s.7

6 The term kitsch-man has been initially defined and used by Ugur Tanyeli.
7 For more information on the subject; see "Kitsch and Architecture: The Production of Kitsch in
the Architecture of Turkey in 1980s and 1990s", unpublished MArch thesis by Didem K1IIyklran,
METU,1996.



Due to the historically rooted nationalist orientation of Turkish culture, regionalism seems

to be the only publicly approved architectural position in contemporary Turkish

architecture. As also remarked by Tanyeli, regionalist architecture has recently become a

populist means of legitimization rather than a conscious design strategy. The most

significant example that uses the regionalist position for legitimization is Kerner Country

(Fig. 4.23); one of the most recent suburban residential centers in istanbul. While the

main objective of Kerner Country is to provide an isolated environment -or exurbia - for

the high-income group; the developers of the project paradoxically insist that the design is

based on the timeless cultural qualities of the typical istanbul neighborhood. (Tanyeli

1998, p.242) Following the determination of architectural codes, icons and stylistic

elements that serve the creation of the civic identity of a place; these elements .are used in

an arbitrary collage at architectural and urban scale. While the designers Duany and

Playter-Zyberk claim to be revitalizing the social and cultural relationships of the

traditional neighborhood, the individual buildings are inspired by a wide range of

examples from the Turkish vernacular architecture to classical Italian Villas and British

Country Houses. Moreover, the claim to revitalize the lost civic identity is contradictory

because of the prices of the residences that range from 350,000 to 2 million dollars

exclude a great percentage of the society from the beginning. The primacy of visuality and

facadism in Kerner Country is no less formalist than the orthodox modernism that it

opposes in order to legitimize itself. (Bozdogan 1997, p.133) Ironically; the historical

forms, once rejected by modernism in order to release architecture from the statical

restrictions of traditional modes of building, are now being used by postmodernists in the

liberation architecture from the modernist dogmas.

Figure 4.23 Perspective drawing of an unbuilt proposal for
Kerner Country. (Tanyeli 1998)



It is evident from the examples studied above that the postmodern architectural discourse,

the most recent Western influence on Turkish architecture, has acquired a responsibility

beyond its original formulation. The highly universalist and non-contextual discourse

behind postmodern architecture is often disregarded by non-Western cultures including

Turkey. Consequently, the postmodern architectural discourse is conceived by many

Turkish architects as a possible solution to the implicit concerns for identity, which have

always been one of the major concerns in Turkish Republican Architecture. As a

reflection of this viewpoint, the recent regionalist trends within postmodern plurality have

initiated the discussions on the possibility of a "Third National Movement". Giirhan

TUrner's evaluative article on the practice of Merih Karaaslan can be mentioned as one of

the initial formulations of the concept. TUrner refers to Karaaslan's design approach in

Batlkent Shopping Center as he formulates the principles of "Third National Movement in

Architecture":

"While the First and Second National Movements considered the Turkish and

Islamic architecture as 'national', this third approach refers to all historical

civilizations of Anatolia...Compared to the two previous National Movements in

Turkish Architecture, it covers a wider scope, and consequently is more correct,

considering the richness of the cultural and architectural heritage of Anatolia. "

(TUrner 1995, p. 123, trans.)

However, it should be noted that this formulation tends to overlook the complex

formulations beyond the two previous nationalist movements in Turkish architecture,

which were both integral parts of simultaneous cultural movements. The First National

Movement was a reflection of European Nationalism of the late 19th century and the

Second National Movement was inspired by the waves of nationalism in Germany and

Italy before and during World War II. (Orhon & YlrtlCl 1995, p.133) Both movements in

architecture were cultural expression of the nationalist politics in the country. However,

within the postmodern culture where architecture has broken its bonds with political

ideologies, the formulation of "Third National Movement" is artificial because the

previous two movements that cannot be evaluated within the architectural criteria of the

late 20th century. Consequently, any claim to regionality in the contemporary architectural



practice should be formulated independent of nationalist ideologies, within the

disciplinary boundaries of architecture.

Even within the post-modem culture of Turkish architecture of the 1980s, it becomes

possible to observe the existence of few but significant works that are based on a

sensitivity to local environmental and cultural factors, as in the previous formulations of

modem regionalism in mainstream architecture as well as Turkey. Demir Holiday Village

(Fig. 4.24) in Bodrum can be mentioned as one of the most important representatives of

this approach. The project has been designed by Turgut Cans ever, who has been a

significant and consistent figure in Turkish regionalist architecture since 1960s. Different

from the populist approach to the design of tourism complexes; Demir Holiday Village

project exhibits a conscious sensitivity towards natural environment and a tectonic quality

inspired by traditional modes of building. The architect presents the principles of Islamic

thought as the roots of his architectural discourse and the only way of resisting the

consumer culture and the economical injustice that dominates Turkey in the 1980s.

(Bozdogan 1997, p.128) However, Sibel Bozdogan remarks that the poetry and spatial

quality in Demir Holiday Village is a consequence of the architect's sensitivity towards

the site, topography, local light, materials and workmanship rather than this Islamic

World view which remains inadequate in defining an architectural approach by itself.

According to Bozdogan, like the examples of critical regionalism, Demir Holiday Village

simply displays a modernism sensitive to place, a skillful modernist approach that

transcends and rejects the essentialist formulations of identity. (Bozdogan 1997, p.129)

Figure 4.24 Demir Holiday Village in Bodrum by Turgut Cansever
(1983-1984) (Arredamento Dekorasyon 29)



Another example of conscious references to the collective memory of a specific locality

can be observed in the works of Ersen GUrse!. Glirsel's practice exhibits a consistent

sensitivity to local culture and natural environment, which refers the Mediterranean

tradition as a source of inspiration . Torba 83 Holiday Village (Fig. 4.25) can be

mentioned as a typical example of regionally sensitive architecture inspired by the urban

fabric, scale and street pattern of traditional Mediterranean Architecture. Glirsel explains

this approach as an effort to develop an architectural position; which, though inspired by

the local and the authentic, does not make use of a mimetic reproduction. (Glirsel 1994, p.

Figure 4.25 Torba 83 Resort Settlement in Bodrum
by Ersen Glirsel (1987 -1990) (Arredamento
Dekorasyon 55)

Figure 4.26 View from Aktur Resort
Village in Bodrum by Ersen GOrsel
(1973-1976) (Arredamento
Dekorasyon 55)

Ak- Tur Holiday Village in Bodrum (Fig. 4.26), designed and realised by the same group

during the late 1970 also makes use of the lessons learned from the traditional urban

fabric of the Mediterrranean settlements, moulded by climatic and topographic factors as

well as social behavior patterns. Inspired by the traditional urban fabric of the region, Ak-

Tur Houses are arranged in varying mass organizations and perspectives, making every



single house unique to its users. The skillful design provides each house with a different

view, balconies, courtyards and terraces with varying levels of wind and sun. As Afife

Batur draws attention to this sensitivity which may be considered a modest skill at the

scale of a single house, she remarks that the quality achieved through variation becomes

much more significant in a settlement of one thousand dwellings.

"Ak-Tur settlements are the initial examples that have succeeded to revitalize the

traditional settlement and street pattern in collective memory, and overcome the

difficult task of designing spontaneity. The most important characteristic of Ak-

Tur is the existence of an order that refrains from exhibiting that it is designed. It

is like a simulation that seems to be familiar and ordinary, a timeless order

belonging to its ownpast. " (Batur 1994, p. 91, trans.)

While a consistent reference to regionalism exists in the discourses of the architects

mentioned above, it is also possible to observe single works that do not represent the

overall architectural position of their designer. Giinay <;ital Residence (Fig. 4.27)

designed by Han TUmertekin can be mentioned as a recent example of this attitude. In this

project, the architect, who is recognized mainly by his new-modem approach, takes a

critical and sensitive position in a contextual design problem. Ttimertekin's sensitivity to

local context refrains from any reference to an ideological nationalism or identity, and

prefers to manifest itself within the autonomous field of architecture. The project is

moulded by the organization of closed, semi-open and open spaces required by the

climatic conditions. The pool, shaded colonnade and the courtyard are elements that serve

the creation of a micro-climate which provides natural cooling for interior spaces. The

architect explains the specific conceptual framework of this project as follows:

"In the building that has been designed as a summer house in Bodrum, we have

determined the relationship with regionality as the major concern in the design

process. We preferred to establish this relationship through the use of spatial

patterns and building materials of the region in different contexts and forms. In

this respect, we aimed to achieve a building that was local, but not anonymous. "

(Ttimertekin 1993, p.70, trans.)



Figure 4.27 Giinay <;::ital Residence In Bodrum by Han
Tiimertekin. (Tiimertekin 1996)

Giinay <;ital Residence is a single work of architecture that achieves regionality as an

individual design preference of the architect. However, the domination of the regionalist

discourse over architectural production is not limited to individual works. In many

regions, it is possible to observe a collective urge for identity and locality, which is

officially imposed through formal restrictions in building regulations. The Building

Regulations in Bodrum provide a significant case for this situation. Local authorities in

charge of conservation aim to preserve an idealized regional identity through regulations

that restrict the height, color, form, materials, window sizes and proportions of any new

building to be constructed. While identity is claimed to be preserved through the

imposition of 7 meters high white cubes with square windows; the urban fabric,

settlement pattern and the dependent social and cultural values are irreversibly destroyed.

This rootless approach to regionalism is the attitude to blame for the recent destruction of

identity especially in Aegean and Mediterranean coasts. As long as the urge to recover the

lost identity stands in the way of creative architectural production, it will not be possible

to define future directions for modern Turkish architecture.



CHAPTERS

CONCLUSION

This study, which focuses on the architectural movements that generate from the urge to

resist the universalization and standardization of architecture, has aimed to exhibit the

variety and diversity of architectural approaches that have generated from this common

objective. Exploring the varying sources of reference, the study has aimed to discuss the

conceptual and ideological background behind the different responses to the preservation

of culturally and locally rooted diversities in 20th century architecture.

The variety of architectural movements that have been formulated within 20th century

architecture oscillate between the two poles: The first pole represents the universal and

rational principles inherited from Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution, and have

been manifested in the 20th century as modern architecture. The opposite pole inherits its

underlying concepts from the Romantic Movement, and has represented the urge to resist

the homogenizing impacts of modernization on social patterns and cultural modes of

expression including architecture.

The architectural discourses based on cultural, national, regional and contextual diversities

- which have been referred to as regionalism in 20th century architectural theory- have been

one of the responses of this resistance against universalization. Based on their common

origin, this study has focused on the concepts and influences behind the various

manifestations of cultural, regional and contextual diversities.

It should be noted that especially during the late 20th century, classification and

categorization have become means of producing an architectural theory often independent

of actual practice. Within this categoric plurality, the concept of regionalism has been used

to represent the various culturally and locally cultivated forms of architecture. However,

like all attempts of architectural classification, the formulation of regionalism involves the

risk of being reduced to a monolithic stylistic description. Through an overview of the

various approaches that the term has been used to represent, it is possible to conclude that:



• By definition, the boundaries and sources of the term regionalism are ambiguous.

Since the term represents the preservation of difference through focusing on the

distinguishing characteristics of a specific society or geographic region, it acquires

varying definitions in different geographical, social and cultural conditions.

Consequently, its formulation as an "-ism" is greatly artificial.

• When conceptualised as a sensitivity towards the topographic and climatic factors

of the site, regionality and contextuality are essential qualities of any architectural

practice. However, formulations of regionalism often involve a concern of

symbolism inevitably associated with the past. Consequently, in many cases,

regionalism represents stylistic references to national, traditional and historical

modes of building.

• All forms of regionalism have been formulated when the values that they claim to

represent have been threatened by universalization. When defined as an

architectural approach or style, regionalism does not represent an authentic actual

situation, but is only the representation of an idealized past, aiming to recover its

lost values. In this respect, regionalism owes its existence to the modern

architecture that it claims to resist.

Throughout the history of 20th century architecture, it is possible to observe that the

formulations of regional and contextual sensitivityoscillate between two opposite ends. On

the one end, architects and critics experiment with regionality and contextuality within the

universal and rational norms of architecture, showing that cultural and local diversitities are

not necessarily antithetical to the rational principles of the modern project. This approach is

based on the idea that the 19th century cultural separation between universal and local,

modern and traditional, rational and intuitive is reductionist and artificial. This approach,

has become influential especially during the second half of the 20th century as a resistance

to the social, cultural and urban failures of the "International Style", which was a

misinterpreted version of modern architecture reduced to a set of formal principles. In this

respect, this approach has become one of the most significant critical schools formulated

within modern architecture. This modern architectural practice inspired by cultural and

local factors has been referred to as critical regionalism by modernist critics of the post-

1960 generation such as Kenneth Frampton, Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre.



On the other end of the scala, it is possible to observe the approaches that claim to recoVer

the values threatened by universalization. During the second half of the 20th century, this

approach has been manifested in the postmodern architectural discourse that also targets

the discontents caused by the international style, but falsely puts the blame on the entire

modem architectural project. This anti-modernist position has given rise to a plurality of

architectural approaches based on the common urge to preserve the architectural diversity

demanded by the heterogenous postmodem society. Within this plurality, claims of

regionality and contextuality have become one of the tools of the post-modem architects.

The most important characteristic that distinguishesthis approach from critical regionalism

is the level of reference and abstraction. Critical regionalism derives its principles from

spatial patterns, construction technics, materials and tectonic qualities of regional forms; as

well as the topographic and climatic conditions of the site. Visual references to historical

and traditional forms are abstract, vague and paradoxical. However, the postmodern

formulation of regionalism is scenographic. Due to the primacy of visuality, the level of

regional and contextual references often remain at a stylistic and formal level. The

postmodern formulation of regionalism is no longer associated with a site specific

sensitivity; and only responds to the demands of the universal culture of consumption.

Although the postmodern discourse originally claims to preserve particularity, its

underlying concepts are far more universalist than the modem discourse.

The bipolar construct of center versus periphery provides another productive basis for the

evaluation of the varying formulations of regionalism during the 20th century. Being the

product of industrialized Western culture, the adoption of modem architecture in the non-

Western world has been a problematic process. Due to the collisions of modem and

traditional, industrial and rural cultures; non-Western architectural discourses tend to resist

the assimilationof modem architecture. This is mainlycaused by the false conceptualization

of modernization as Westernization. In this respect, regionalism formulated in the

periphery should be evaluated in different terms from the regionalism formulated in the

central architectural discourses. In the non-Western societies whose architecture is

governed by traditional and vernacular modes of building, inherited social patterns, myths



and religious motifs; regionalist architecture is conceived as a means of assimilating the

modem project by formulating reconciliatory middle terms. This situation can be observed

more explicitly in the architectural practice of the developing world. While the regionalist

practice in mainstream architecture is formulated within the autonomous and independent

discipline and vocabulary of architecture, the architectural discourse of the developing

world has a more ideological focus with a strong emphasis on national identity.

In this respect, the study of the architecture in the developing world provides an interesting

case for challenging the autonomy of architecture: In Western culture, architecture has

broken its bonds with social and ideological concerns especially during the late 20th

century. The heroic modernist ideal to transform the world and improve the society

through architecture has lost its validity in the postmodern culture. Consequently, an

independent discipline and vocabulary of architecture has developed in the mainstream

architectural discourses. On the other hand, the third-world architects have responsibilities

beyond the disciplinary scope of architecture. They are expected to question the cultural

collisions and resist the Western hegemony over multi-layered and complex culture of the

postcolonial society. The preservation or the recovery of cultural identity - often

formulated as an idealized picture of the past- is the major concern in the architectural

practice of the third world. Besides, architects designing for non-Western societies are also

responsible as social engineers, aiming to improve the living conditions of the societies

struggling with poverty. They are expected to respond to the extreme climatic conditions

and economical constraints. In this respect, third world architectural practice is still

governed by expectations of social responsibility and ideological expression. Consequently,

an independent an autonomous discipline of architecture has not evolved in the developing

world.

Based on this conceptual framework, the 20th century Turkish Architectural discourse

provides an interesting case study for regionalism. Although shaped by the dominant

influences of mainstream architectural discourses, Turkish architecture also exhibits many

typical characteristics of the architectural discourses in the developing world, namely the

strong inclination and sensitivity towards the preservation of national identity. In this

respect, an ideologicallymanipulated regionalism has been the only approach responding to



the desire to preserve diversity, particularity and identity. Within the varying social, cultural

and economical conditions experienced throughout the 20th century, regionalism has been

used to represent a variety of architectural concepts that ranged from an ideological

nationalism and romantic mimesis of historical forms to an architectonic sensitivity to local

social and environmental factors. The cultural context of the last two decades has

introduced a new interpretation of the term within the principles of postmodern

architecture. Within the architectural context of post 1980s, traditional and regional modes

of building are regarded as sources of decontextualized imagery and symbolism for

postmodern architectural practice. Although a visual plurality dominates contemporary

architectural production in Turkey, the regionalist discourse is the only supporting theory

behind this formal diversity. Consequently, regionalism has become an often-artificial

means of legitimizing the works of architecture. Although Turkish architectural discourse

still seems to rely on discussions of cultural identity and regionalism, these movements

should be evaluated simplyas responses to the demands of postmodern culture.

Especially during the last two decades, the meaning of the concept regionalism has

changed considerably. Due to the rapid developments in transportation and communication

technology, the concepts of time and distance, which are essential for defining a region

have become loose and ambiguous. It is becoming more difficult to correlate cultural

patterns and architectural codes with specific geographical regions. However, due to the

potentiality of locally cultivated architectural practice in offering sustainable solutions to

architecture and planning, mainstream critics have started to reconsider locally cultivated

architecture as a viable alternative direction for the mainstream architectural agenda. In the

contemporary global culture of architecture based on ecological consciousness and

sustainable development; it is evident that a stylistic regionalism no longer valid, but an

architecture derived from actual local factors is inevitable.
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